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How to Find the Next Bill Burns

BY ROBERT J. SILVERMAN

Colleagues, I want to share with you the meat of a memo I sent to the participants in the Secretary’s senior retreat held on March 11. It previews a specific proposal that AFSA made to the Director General to revise the Schedule B hiring authority and cap the number of political-appointee deputy assistant secretaries.

Over the past months, several of you have raised with me the question of how to identify the next Bill Burns, the next Foreign Service leader. Finding the next Bill Burns is more akin to farming than hunting. It is not about spotting and bagging the single most-talented person in the bureaucracy. It is about cultivating and preserving a personnel system that allows talented career people like Bill to rise up. It is about trusting the department’s ethos of selecting career employees for the great majority of mid-level manager DAS and most senior leadership assistant secretary and under secretary positions.

Underpinning that ethos is a belief that career employees bring the field experience and perspective critical to crafting and implementing our policies.

This system is in need of the kind of urgent repair that should be doable in the last two years of an administration. Little by little, position by position, career talent is being marginalized, and it doesn’t take long before a lack of opportunity for advancement leads to a self-fulfilling lack of available career talent.

Let’s stay with Bill Burns, and consider two of his positions that led to wider responsibilities. From 1988 to 1991, Bill served as the principal deputy director of the Secretary’s policy planning staff, his first major policy job. That position long ago shifted to political appointees. From 2005 to 2008, Bill served as ambassador to Moscow before returning to Washington as under secretary for political affairs. In the last five years, that job has gone, first, to a political appointee and then to a retired FSO.

Now there are other ways for career employees to move up other than Bill’s specific path. Probably there are understandable reasons why each of these jobs was taken out of the Foreign Service. But the cumulative effect of removing these and many other positions from the bidding pool is a failure to cultivate the Foreign Service talent system.

I ask your help in prioritizing the advancement of career FSOs because preserving that system is, in my view, best for our country’s foreign policy interests.

What is to be done? I suggest two things, one easy and the other harder.

The easier part is to focus on ambassadorships. U.S. law states that they should normally be accorded to Foreign Service members. We should continue to push, through the Deputies Committee and other means, for strong career candidates for each and every one of the remaining ambassadorships in this administration.

AFSA’s concern with ambassadorships is not solely about the number of career versus political appointments. It is also about keeping those with high policy relevance from going political. Focusing on ambassadors is relatively easy because, in the end, nominating them is the president’s prerogative, and all we can do is try our best.

The harder part is to focus on senior positions in the department. I suggest as a pragmatic matter focusing on those hired under Schedule B authority. Schedule Bs were originally intended as subject matter experts and technical advisers needed for non-recurring limited-term purposes. These hires are within the sole purview of the State Department.

I suggest two measures. First, let’s return Schedule B hiring to its original purpose of technical experts needed for one-off assignments.

Second, let’s allow no exceptions to the existing guidance that Schedule Bs not supervise career staff. And let’s cap the overall number of political-appointee DASs of any kind.

I ask for your support to allow the Director General to undertake this hard work of limiting Schedule B hires and capping political DASs. If we can agree on this measure, we will have taken an important step to ensure our country will have more career officials like Bill Burns at the top in the future.

Be well, stay safe and keep in touch,
Bob
Silverman@afsa.org

Robert J. Silverman is the president of the American Foreign Service Association.
Explaining What Diplomats Actually Do

I have the January-February journal on my desk—an excellent issue. I had previously seen Donna Oglesby’s writing on the subject of teaching diplomacy, but not the others.

As someone who teaches diplomatic practice to both undergraduates and graduates, I find an extraordinary craving among the young to understand exactly what we do. They are not much interested in theory, but are eager to understand what they might actually do if they joined a diplomatic service, whether American or foreign. They are often disconcerted by the day-to-day work that FSOs do and the substantial disconnect between that and the making of foreign policy.

For all the talk of a notable decline in the State Department’s influence in recent years, the Foreign Service remains a highly sought-after career. Those who get through the fine examination sieve are very talented, although often unsure whether they want to make diplomacy a career—i.e., to stay with it more than five to 10 years.

I try to give them a realistic understanding of the challenges, both personal and professional, in a Foreign Service career. Many thanks for exploring the subject so successfully.

Tony Quainton
Ambassador, retired
Co-Director, Center for North American Studies
American University
Washington, D.C.

Teaching in France

Thank you for putting together your recent focus on teaching diplomacy. It could not have been more timely.

I retired from the Foreign Service at the end of 2014, and one week later began teaching a class on foreign policy and diplomacy.

The themes evoked by your contributors, particularly those offered by Barbara Bodine and Donna Oglesby, gave voice to questions and experiences I have only begun to consider. I found their insights immensely helpful.

I teach in France, so most of my students are not American. However, they resemble the students Ambassador Bodine describes as having “a very declaratory and directive approach to diplomacy.” I am convinced that FSOs temper that approach with their focus on process and the actual conduct of diplomacy, while hopefully not dampening the students’ ardor for change.

Ms. Oglesby gave very good advice when she observed that practitioners have to “structure their own thinking and reflect upon what they might offer students, while being true to who they are.” As someone who is just at the beginning of that process, the January-February FSJ was a gift from the heavens.

Philip Breeden
FSO, retired
Aix-en-Provence, France

Russia for Real

It was a pleasant surprise—that a shock—to read Ambassador James Goodby’s “The Putin Doctrine and Preventive Diplomacy” in your November 2014 issue. I honestly did not know there was anyone in the State Department capable of long-term thinking.

After joining the U.S. Agency for International Development in 1979, I worked on programs in the Middle East, South Asia, El Salvador, Eritrea, Russia and the former Soviet republics. Throughout my career, I sought to demonstrate that the economic development of other countries, even our enemies, benefits the United States in the long term.

During those 23 years I never encountered a single State Department officer who thought beyond the next presidential election—and there were far too few on the USAID side, as well.

Fast-tracking the privatization of Russia in the 1990s was a colossal failure, and probably produced some of the animosity we are now experiencing from President Vladimir Putin. And everywhere we’ve tried it, regime change has produced results that are probably worse than what we started with.

Expecting real development to come from helicoptered-in technical assistance teams in just two or three years is incoherent and wasteful; doing that in the midst of an armed conflict is insane. When we added democratic governance as a development goal without understanding the interdependence of political and economic systems, and how either one can overwhelm the other, we set the stage for the losses, even tragedies, that followed.

That is why Amb. Goodby’s article was like a breath of fresh air rolling across the years of exhaust fumes. We need to reflect on what our real national interests are—not just currently, but 30 years from now—and then think about how best to achieve them without being hijacked by politicians and ideologues who have no idea what they are talking about. That’s what the State Department and USAID should be doing. Could anything be more obvious?

Kristin Loken
USAID FSO, retired
Falling Waters, W.Va.
Romania Revisited

Although I never met Kiki Skagen Munshi during our respective Foreign Service careers, I was delighted to discover her long experience in Romania courtesy of your November 2014 issue, in which her excellent novel, Whisper in Bucharest, was reviewed.

My twin sister and I were born in Bucharest when King Carol II was on the Romanian throne and my father, Sheldon T. Mills, was a second secretary at the American legation. I plan to return to Romania this summer and have already contacted the author for guidance.

Ms. Munshi responded immediately to my message and has been extremely helpful. Best of all, since she returns to the country often, we hope to meet in Bucharest during my visit.

My sincere thanks to the FSJ for being the catalyst for a new friendship.

Linda Mills Sipprelle
FSO, retired
Princeton, N.J.

Reaching Out to Military Vets

Thank you, AFSA, for your recent outreach to military veterans in the Foreign Service. In my 33 years of combined government service (military, Civil Service and Foreign Service), I don’t recall such an initiative. Outstanding!

I believe it’s fair to say that those of us who have been members of the Foreign Service and the armed forces view the nexus of those two institutions as a joint endeavor to make “peace through strength” a meaningful component of
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America's diplomacy and national security. Indeed, all 12 of my Foreign Service classmates in 1981 were either retired or prior military members. That was the norm for the State Department’s cadre of communications officers and technicians at that time.

I served as an enlisted sailor in the U.S. Navy from 1975 to 1979, then worked in the Civil Service for both the Army and Air Force before my appointment as an FS-9 support communications officer in January 1981. I retired from the Foreign Service in January 2007.

It should also be noted that a large number of State Department civil servants are also U.S. military veterans. These employees directly support Foreign Service in January 2007. These veterans are also U.S. military veterans. These numbers of State Department civil servants are also U.S. military veterans. These employees directly support Foreign Service in January 2007.

Thanks again, AFSA, for your expression of interest and your recognition of the vital service provided by America's military veterans across the generalist and specialist corps of the Foreign Service. I’m proud to say that veterans have been and will continue to be a key factor in the ultimate success of the department’s global mission.

Timothy C. Lawson
Senior FSO, retired
Hua Hin, Thailand

Diversity and Objectivity

We respectfully take issue with FSO Rachel Schneller’s letter (“More Diversity on FSJ Pages, Please”) in the December 2014 Foreign Service Journal. In addition to “valuing diversity for its own sake,” as the letter states, Americans value achievement for its own sake, including the special contributions that dissent award winners regularly make to American diplomacy and the integrity of our Foreign Service.

In making the head-turning, improbable assertion that “We are going to be biased in favor of our own demographic,” Ms. Schneller in effect contends that the four winners could not have been the most deserving because they were white males. This stands objectivity on its head,
as does her proposed remedy: that the judges “mentor, guide and nominate for awards those who are not like us.” Who, then, in Ms. Schneller’s view, is “us”?

To go in the direction she suggests would put all of us on a slippery slope that would distort both the ideal of diversity and the fundamental premises on which our country is based.

Robert M. Beecroft
Ambassador, retired
Mette O. Beecroft
Bethesda, Md.

AFSA Support for Diversity

I would like to publicly thank Rachel Schneller for her letter to the editor in the December 2014 issue, “More Diversity on FSJ Pages, Please.” AFSA enjoys a wide range of views on all kinds of issues, and Rachel’s letter sparked replies from other AFSA members, also published in the Journal. That diversity of views is a sign of healthy engagement.

I want to let readers know that AFSA has taken action in response to Rachel’s concern over the lack of diversity among AFSA award winners, a concern I share. This concern does not impinge on the outstanding achievements of our dissent winners last year. As others have noted, the AFSA Awards Committee is dependent on award nominations.

In January and February, AFSA reached out to the different affinity groups in the foreign affairs agencies to talk about the association and its programs, including the AFSA awards program. At a meeting at AFSA headquarters attended by the affinity groups’ leaderships, I met one-on-one with several affinity group heads, to ask them to spread the word about AFSA’s award programs and encourage nominations from their ranks.

I ask all of you to think of your colleagues and nominate one or more of them for an AFSA performance or dissent award. There is amazing work being done everywhere by members of the Foreign Service. I want to encourage you to ensure all of this work is recognized.

Bob Silverman
AFSA President
Washington, D.C.

A Clarification

In the January-February FSJ, retired FSO Carroll Brown chronicled challenges he faced while seeking consular services abroad in a letter to the editor. Mr. Brown wrote that the State Department’s Benelux desk was unresponsive to his queries.

Unfortunately, while AFSA in good faith attempted to convey Mr. Brown’s queries to the desk on his behalf, an administrative error prevented their proper transmission, resulting in those concerns not being received by the Benelux desk.

As AFSA executive director, I accept responsibility. AFSA has apologized to both Mr. Brown and the Benelux desk for the miscommunication and any inconvenience to those concerned.

Ian Houston
AFSA Executive Director
Washington, D.C.

Correction

One Door Closes... and Another Opens

On Feb. 11, the Department of State suspended operations at Embassy Sana’a and relocated staff out of Yemen. The security situation in Yemen, never very secure, had worsened. The Shiite militia known as the Houthis had overrun Sana’a in September, and the situation on the ground became increasingly unpredictable.

Yemen is the third diplomatic post closed in the past three years, following the closure of the embassy in Syria in February 2012 and in Libya in July 2014.

On Feb. 24, FSO Katherine S. Dhanani was nominated to be the first U.S. ambassador to Somalia since 1991, when the United States closed the mission in Mogadishu following the collapse of the country’s government and ensuing civil war.

Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs Wendy Sherman, in an address at the U.S. Institute of Peace last June, said the decision to nominate an ambassador was “a reflection of our deepening relationship with the country and of our faith that better times are ahead.”

If confirmed, Ms. Dhanani will lead the U.S. mission in Somalia based, for security reasons, in Nairobi. “As security conditions permit,” then-State Spokesperson Jen Psaki said in announcing the nomination, “we look forward to increasing our diplomatic presence in Somalia and eventually reopening the U.S. embassy in Mogadishu.”

—Debra Blome, Associate Editor

Finland’s LEED Platinum Embassy a First in the United States

In January, the Embassy of Finland in Washington, D.C., became the first mission in the United States to receive the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design “Platinum” certification awarded by the U.S. Green Building Council. Having previously achieved “Green” and “Gold” designations, the Finnish Embassy is only the second Platinum LEED-certified embassy in the world, after U.S. Embassy Helsinki.

The Finns’ greening success came in part through everyday measures that can have a large environmental impact, such as composting materials onsite, using high-efficiency water faucets and even providing bicycles for staff members to get around the city.

The State Department has increasingly focused on eco-diplomacy in recent years. At the center of State’s Greening Diplomacy Initiative is the Greening Council.

A cross-cutting group with a diverse membership from multiple bureaus, the council is responsible for “overseeing and providing strategic direction on the implementation of environmental performance and sustainability initiatives at State.” (For more, see the April 2014 FSJ.)

Greening Council Eco-Management Analyst Caroline D’Angelo describes eco-diplomacy as “leveraging our management and operations to help demonstrate our commitment to the United States’ policy and economic priorities. It means that we enable our embassies, consulates and facilities to be showcases and tangible demonstrations of Ameri-

Contemporary Quote

“I find it ironic that some of my colleagues are so outspoken about what they consider inadequate security arrangements in Benghazi, a high-risk place to begin with, when they have actually voted against a lot of investments to shore up our embassy security and consular security abroad. I don’t think you get to have it both ways.”

—Congressman Gerry Connolly (D-Va.), speaking at an AFSA Town Hall meeting on Feb. 9.

The 956-kilowatt array at Embassy Managua is estimated to produce over 1,276 megawatt-hours of emissions-free energy annually, for 27 percent of its needs.
The April 1965 Journal cover is a painting by Ruth Renwick, a portrait artist and the wife of senior USAID official Donald Q. Coster. On her husband’s assignment to Saigon, Mrs. Coster closed her studio in Washington, D.C., and accompanied him to Vietnam. There she achieved the rare distinction of being the only American and the only female member of the faculty of the University of Saigon, where she taught painting—in French, which she speaks fluently—to Vietnamese students.
The North Korea International Documentation Project, created by the Woodrow Wilson Center in partnership with the University of North Korean Studies in South Korea, gives both scholars and policymakers a fascinating window into North Korean history and politics. The project collects and shares newly declassified documents on the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea and its past and present allies from the United States, South Korea and North Korea itself, organizing them into an extensive online database.

The documents are well curated and gathered into smaller collections by topic, such as “Conversations with Kim Il Sung,” “Inter-Korean Dialogue in the 1970s,” “North Korea’s First Five-Year Plan” and “Nuclear History.” Each collection has from 50 to 300 documents, which include records of conversations, minutes of congressional meetings and journal entries from key players in North Korean political and social life. Its “Modern Korean History” portal has a detailed interactive historical timeline with links to relevant documents for easy browsing.

NKIDP is run by Wilson Center scholar Charles K. Armstrong, a professor of history at Columbia University. In addition to the archive, the project publishes a series of working papers analyzing recently acquired materials and bulletins providing information and news on the DPRK and its leadership. All materials are posted online and are fully downloadable.

By all accounts, the project fulfills its objective: to remedy the distinct lack of information available on North Korea, which contributors to the project consider the main obstacle to sound American policy-making today.

—Shannon Mizzi, Editorial Intern

CA receives many calls from Americans of all ages who have been caught up in international Internet dating scams. Many scam artists pose as American citizens living abroad for business or military service so as not to arouse suspicion.

As CA put it, they “don’t all claim to be Nigerian princes. Many come from Canada, Indonesia and other places you might not associate with online fraud.”

Tips for spotting an Internet scammer include:

1. Watch out for your partner moving conversations quickly from the dating site to personal email or instant messaging, and discussing personal or emotional details very soon after first contact.

2. Beware of heart-rending stories of sick family members or personal tragedies that can only be fixed with a wire transfer.

3. If your Internet darling sounds too good to be true—“Ivy League-educated, looks like a swimsuit model, and is really rich, awaiting an inheritance that will come through... any... day... now!”—he or she probably is.

—Shannon Mizzi, Editorial Intern

Ukrainian Legislator Speaks in D.C.

On Feb. 13, Mustafa Nayyem, newly-elected Ukrainian Member of Parliament and winner of the 2014 Ion Ratiu Democracy Award, gave a talk at The George Washington University on the state of Ukrainian politics and national identity.

Nayyem was one of the journalists responsible for facilitating the transition from online to outdoor protest against the Ukrainian government in November 2013, sparking the Euromaidan Revolution. He has been investigating government corruption for more than 10 years with various Ukrainian news outlets, and in 2014 he and 14 colleagues established Hromadske TV, an online station promot-
Nayyem is part of the Poroshenko bloc in Parliament, a group of “Euro-optimists” eager to see further democratization and Ukraine-European Union integration.

In his talk, the Ukrainian MP explained that the government had been promising further E.U. integration for Ukraine for years, but in 2013 the public began to realize that President Viktor Yanukovych had no intention of delivering on those promises.

When Yanukovych postponed the signing of the long-awaited Ukraine-E.U. Association Agreement on Nov. 21, 2013, Facebook was flooded with angry posts critical of what many Ukrainians viewed as a government betrayal.

Nayyem argued that online protests are ineffective, and encouraged people to post just one word—“Ready”—if they were prepared to take their outrage to the streets. That worked, and 3,000 people gathered in Independence Square that night. Continued demonstrations eventually took on a wider significance, and people protested government corruption and human rights abuses, as well.

This led to Yanukovych’s resignation, which Nayyem believes has been Maidan’s only achievement thus far. The revolution, he said, created only the potential for change; Ukrainian politicians are now afraid of public opinion, which promotes accountability, so the real results will only be seen through future elections.

Nayyem sees the parliament as a tool to unite civil society, NGOs and activists, and hopes to convert the coalition into a political party.

Nayyem also believes that Ukraine is much less divided than the Western media has reported, and says that Russian media sources are largely responsible for the idea that Ukraine is separated into East and West. He points out that the Euromaidan protesters are a diverse group that includes Ukrainian and Russian speakers, as well as migrants from Central Asia.

Although a second ceasefire negotiated in February, “Minsk II,” held into early March, there has been sporadic fighting around the heavily disputed town of Debaltseve, which is controlled by separatist forces. Foreign policy experts have criticized Minsk II, calling it “fragile” and “complicated,” and it is anyone’s guess as to what will come next.

Russian President Vladimir Putin stated in late February that he considers an all-out war between Russia and Ukraine improbable, saying, “I believe such an apocalyptic scenario is unlikely, and hope that it will never get to that point.”

To learn more about the conflict, check out the Council on Foreign Relations’ breakdown of the Minsk II Agreement, the Center for Strategic and International Studies’ day-by-day timeline, which covers multiple new stories a day, and the CSIS policy briefing on the current debate taking place in the United States on the wisdom of arming Ukraine. NATO Review magazine also offers an assessment of the role of oil, gas and energy in the conflict.

—Shannon Mizzi, Editorial Intern

ANSWERS TO QUIZ
1. Albania
2. Armenia
3. China
4. Egypt
5. Estonia
6. Finland
7. Georgia
8. Hungary
9. India
10. Jordan
11. South Korea
12. Lebanon
love working on the passports line in Tijuana. It’s a job that for the most part makes people happy. I get to say “Señor, your passport is approved,” which generally elicits a smile—sometimes even a fist pump.

I also get to “make Americans”—a colloquialism for adjudicating citizenship for applicants for a Consular Report of Birth Abroad. All those American moms and dads who bring in little Lupita and Miguelito—their kids are so cute at the window, with their shy “buenos días” or their hair tied in bows.

But there is a very difficult aspect of my job that comes up probably once or twice a week. It’s adjudicating the CRBA cases of unwed American-citizen mothers who live along the U.S.-Mexico border. More than once women have left my window in tears, prompting me to ponder the question of equal protection under the law.

Transmitting Citizenship 101

Here is a little background for you non-consular folks. For a parent to transmit citizenship to a child born overseas, the applying parent needs to prove three things: his or her U.S. citizenship, a biological relationship to the child, and that he or she has spent sufficient time in the United States to satisfy the physical presence requirements of the Immigration and Nationality Act.

“Physical presence” was written into the INA as a way to ensure that American-citizen parents had “absorbed American culture and values” enough to pass them on to their progeny (see Foreign Affairs Manual 1133.3). It is also a way to prevent an endless chain of hereditary American descendants—you don’t necessarily get to be an American just because your father or your grandfather was.

But what “physical presence” means depends on who is applying. Men and married women need to show five years of accumulated presence, with two years after the age of 14. Unmarried women need one year of continuous presence, meaning unbroken time—no trips outside the U.S.

And herein lies the rub: a law that was designed to help unwed mothers transmit citizenship has created an unintended gender inequality, at least for women along our land borders.

The Bias of History

Throughout our nation’s history, marriage has been a key in determining a woman’s nationality. In early 1776, Abigail Adams famously petitioned her husband John Adams to “remember the
ladies” during the drafting of the Declaration of Independence and grant women at least some political rights separate from their husbands.

To this she got a dismissive reply: “I cannot but laugh…we know better than to repeal our masculine systems.” The founding fathers just couldn’t imagine the political status of women as “citizens”—they could not vote, own property, keep their wages or even have custody of their children.

Throughout the 19th century, a woman’s citizenship status was murky territory, usually tied to that of her husband. As of 1907, American women routinely lost their U.S. citizenship when they married a foreign national. It was not until 1934 that Congress allowed married women to retain their citizenship, and granted single mothers the right to transmit U.S. citizenship under the rationale that she “stands in place of the father.”

But what to do about those children born abroad to unmarried U.S.-citizen mothers who did not fulfill the physical presence requirement? Those children were exposed to a significant risk of statelessness, since not all countries grant citizenship as a birth right under the principle of jus soli (literally, “right of the soil”).

So in 1952 Congress established the one-year continuous presence requirement for out-of-wedlock births in an effort to help single mothers—and for the vast majority of women in the world, it does. It is generally easier to prove one year of presence in the U.S. than five.

Not so for our citizen-moms along the border.

Borderlands—
A Story of Flux

The U.S.-Mexico border is less a line than a wide swath of territory where movement is fluid. American citizens live on both sides and cross frequently, for a variety of reasons. Salaries north of the border are higher, but apartments in Tijuana are cheaper. The United States has bigger Costcos—not to mention Whole Foods and Trader Joe’s. But Mexico has cheap dentists. Some people cross the border just to get a better price on gas.

And then there is the question of family. Extended families are frequently dispersed along both sides of the border, so visiting aunts and cousins is, for many area residents, a quotidian affair. Many American women of Mexican heritage choose to have their babies south of the border not only because it costs a lot less, but also because it’s closer to grandma.

So when an unmarried American-citizen mom comes up to the window for a CRBA, I brace for the worst. Because if she can’t convince me that she did not set foot outside of the United States for 12 straight months, the likelihood is that I am going to deny her. This is what the law requires.

Proof of such presence, or in consular speak “a preponderance of evidence,” might be that mom moved to Seattle for all of middle school, or that she grew up in Los Angeles and her extended Mexican family was living in the southern state of Chiapas. In these cases, one can argue mom is less likely to have broken the one-year requirement because visiting family requires more than a 15-minute drive across the border.

But for most applicants along the U.S.-Mexico border this is unrealistic. They live on both sides of the line, crossing back and forth frequently, without giving a second thought to how it might affect their progeny. These are the women who are in for a nasty shock at my window.
When Families Divide

The case I find myself thinking about most was a woman who came in to the consulate with a newborn. She had been born and raised in San Diego, had gone to school, to college, and had a career, a life partner and two other children born in California. She was visiting her grandmother in Ensenada when she had complications that led to an unexpected emergency cesarean section in Mexico. During her interview, she candidly mentioned that she has visited her grandmother every few months all her life.

With that on the table, I had no choice but to deny her application. Had she been married, or a man, she would have been able to transmit citizenship, but as an unwed mother she didn’t meet the legal requirement. It was as simple as that.

She was devastated to learn that she would not be taking her tiny baby home to California anytime soon. Through tears she said, “But why? I don’t understand. You are breaking up my family.”

My assurances that she could obtain citizenship for her child via the Child Citizenship Act offered little consolation. It’s hard for parents in this situation to find comfort in a backup plan that costs far for unwed mothers on the border, transmitting citizenship can be a nerve-wracking exercise to prove that they didn’t set foot in Mexico for an entire 12-month period.

For unwed mothers on the border, transmitting citizenship can be a nerve-wracking exercise to prove that they didn’t set foot in Mexico for an entire 12-month period.
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more money and takes months or years to achieve.

That was a very bad day for me. I am sure I am not the only Foreign Service officer who has experienced this awkward tension: doing your job right can sometimes feel, well, wrong. But we aren’t hired to make the law; we are hired to apply it.

**Misfortune of Geography**

This section of the INA was designed to help the children of unwed mothers avoid statelessness. But through the simple misfortune of geography, many border women lose. In Tijuana, about 20 percent of all our CRBA denials are unwed mothers who can’t prove a year of uninterrupted presence in the United States.

For border moms, the current application of the INA seems both discriminatory and irrational.

Considering that our southern land border stretches from San Diego to the Gulf of Mexico, it is likely that hundreds, if not thousands, of American women cannot transmit citizenship because of this wrinkle in the law.

So the question is: should the law treat Americans differently based on their gender and marital status?

For border moms, the current application of the INA seems both discriminatory and irrational: there is no compelling reason to believe that women who are unmarried are any less adept at “absorbing American culture and values” than are married women, or men.

If it were up to me, I would say the solution is to introduce an “either-or” scenario, where unwed mothers can qualify under either the five-year accumulated presence or the one-year continuous presence requirement.

But it’s not up to me. It’s up to Congress. And until it changes the INA, I will continue to do my job and apply the law, no matter what I think about it.

I just hope my next case has a happier ending.
FOCUS ON THE FOREIGN SERVICE IN VIETNAM

History Revisited

Editor's Introduction
BY SHAWN DORMAN

On the 40th anniversary of the fall of Saigon to the North Vietnamese Army and the evacuation of many thousands of Americans and South Vietnamese from the country, we take a look back at the Foreign Service role in Vietnam.

Why revisit Vietnam? After all, the history of the war has been written and rewritten. Yet the civilian side of the story—the work and experiences of Foreign Service personnel who served in Vietnam during the 1960s and 1970s—is not so well known. At the time, all those joining the Foreign Service knew there was more than a good chance they would be sent to Vietnam. That’s what worldwide availability meant.

Service in Vietnam shaped a generation of Foreign Service officers, but do we understand how? As of late 1971, some 600 FSOs—or 20 percent of the Foreign Service—had served in Vietnam, more than half of them with the Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development Support program, or CORDS.

In the following pages, we bring you some of the voices of the FS Vietnam generation, starting with an account of the beginning of the end, the 1968 Tet Offensive. First-person narratives of the final days in Saigon from different vantage points follow. And a critical review of the counterinsurgency effort and an analysis and snapshots of Vietnam today round out the presentation. In these stories you will find plenty of drama and tragedy, but also bravery, hope and inspiration. And, not least, lessons for today.

Expeditionary Diplomacy Redux

The Foreign Service experience in Vietnam, and in particular with CORDS and its predecessor counterinsurgency efforts, was “expeditionary diplomacy” in all but name. Language-trained FSOs serving in the provinces were able to gain a true understanding of the real situation on the ground, not something that was always welcome in Washington, or even at the embassy in Saigon. In addition to reporting, these FSOs were directly involved in leading project work in cooperation with the military. Mortal danger was ever-present. In all, 42 FSOs—most serving with or assigned to USAID—were killed in Vietnam between 1965 and 1975. Their names are inscribed on the AFSA Memorial Plaque at the State Department.

In 1975, out of an extremely tragic situation of a new nation and U.S. ally collapsing, heroes emerged who, collectively, saved thousands of people. The two other U.S. allies in the Indochina war also fell that year. Cambodia fell to the Khmer Rouge on April 17, and Laos collapsed gradually as the Pathet Lao seized power. In subsequent years, the U.S. accepted significant numbers of refugees from both countries.

At the heart of our story is a group of FSOs who, acting largely without instruction (and in some cases without permission) in the face of U.S. government inaction, organized what would become the largest refugee resettlement operation since World War II to rescue at-risk Vietnamese.

Two of them, Lionel Rosenblatt and Craig Johnstone, saw the writing on the wall from Washington and, frustrated that the U.S. government was not planning for the end, set off for Vietnam on their own, helping several hundred Vietnamese get out. In 1976, the two received AFSA dissent awards for their efforts. While Lionel Rosenblatt is not an author in this issue, his insights and recommendations informed our choices for who best to tell the story. For that, I offer this public note of thanks.
In total, some 1.5 million people from Indochina were resettled, approximately one million of them in the United States. Overall, the refugees have done well in their new lands. Today, those same refugees are helping—through all kinds of connections and expanding trade—forging new and peaceful ties between the United States and Vietnam.

**The View from Different Vantage Points**

Our coverage starts on Jan. 30, 1968, with the first strike of the Tet Offensive. Junior Officer Allan Wendt was on duty at Embassy Saigon that night, and he describes his experience inside the embassy during the attack, keeping up communications with the White House, the State Department and the U.S. military while rockets hit the building. The Tet Offensive was a landmark event that spelled the beginning of the end for the U.S. war effort. The American public and Congress turned against the war effort at that point even though, as Wendt saw it, “pacification was working” and there were signs of progress. But it was too late.

Kenneth Quinn takes us “From Whitehouse to the White House,” from his Vietnam service in the provinces under Chargé Charles Whitehouse to a post inside the National Security Council with a front-row seat to the Washington policy process. He recounts how the diplomatic surge of the early 1970s allowed for extraordinary reporting from the provinces of Vietnam.

Then, in “Mobilizing for South Vietnam’s Last Days,” we follow Parker Borg, who was serving as a seventh-floor staffer in 1975 when he and a few colleagues became concerned about a lack of evacuation planning from Embassy Saigon. The group began meeting in secret to plan. In “Saigon Sayonara,” Joe McBride gives us the ground-floor view from Saigon during the final days before the fall. He describes how, in the absence of leadership from a front office still in denial of the coming fall, FSOs took matters into their own hands to help get people out, by any means possible.

Anne Pham was one of the Vietnamese who was saved by these Americans. In “Finding My Heroes, Finding Myself,” she describes her journey from Vietnam to America, from refugee child to State Department official, and her search to find and thank the FSOs who helped her and her family escape and make new lives in the United States.

In a look at the social impact of more than three million Americans passing through a country of 26 million (think marriage and babies), Lange Schermerhorn describes consular work at Embassy Saigon during that tumultuous period in “Doing Social Work in Southeast Asia.” Taking the view from 1,000 feet, Vietnam expert Rufus Phillips (who served in Vietnam as an Army officer, a CIA officer, a USAID official and consultant to the State Department) describes the counterinsurgency efforts in Vietnam, drawing out the important lessons they offer policymakers today, especially in relation to U.S. assistance to weak and failing states threatened with extremism and disintegration.

CSIS scholar Murray Hiebert then brings us to today’s Vietnam and his take on how much has changed there. And finally, Parker Borg takes us on his 2015 journey to “The New Vietnam.” He returns to the towns in central Vietnam where he had lived and worked in the late 1960s and early 1970s to find a pervasive military presence alongside a friendly and entrepreneurial spirit in the towns and sprawling cities.

In Reflections we revisit Wake Island in 1975. Bruce Beardsley served in Vietnam in the mid-1960s and again in the early-1970s, but was called out of Kabul in April 1975 to help out with the enormous task of refugee processing there.

**Learning from the Past**

The June 1975 Foreign Service Journal editorial called “ Losing” begins: “The Vietnam War is over. … The end of American involvement in Vietnam has been a cause for immediate concern first for practical and then for professional reasons. … The career Service left behind in Vietnam a record of dedication and sacrifice, and in many cases, of courageous reporting and responsible dissent. Yet as an institution, we also made mistakes. AFSA believes a post mortem of the Vietnam era will be useful to the nation, and that the career Service can contribute greatly to that process. We would welcome ideas on how that might best be done.”

There is little to indicate that such an assessment was ever undertaken. Yet the Journal published a number of fascinating articles on Vietnam issues during those years and later. And in reaching out to prepare this issue, we discovered that there is much more remarkable material that Vietnam diplomatic veterans are inspired to share than we could accommodate, even in this expanded focus.

So we have also created a “Vietnam Supplement” on the AFSA website (www.afsa.org/vietnam) as a companion to the April Journal. There you will find photos and stories from AFSA members on their experiences in Vietnam, then and now, as well as previous FSJ articles on the subject. Taken all together, it could be considered a contribution to the reckoning AFSA sensibly proposed 40 years ago.

Please help carry the conversation forward by sending letters in response to what you read here and your thoughts on lessons learned—or not learned—from Vietnam.
Allan Wendt was a junior FSO on night duty when the embassy was attacked by Viet Cong commandos. This is his story.

BY ALLAN WENDT

The fortress-like U.S. embassy in downtown Saigon was the citadel of the American presence in Vietnam during the Vietnam War. From this block-long concrete structure, under the direction of the courtly Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker, our 500,000-strong expeditionary force and huge civilian assistance program sought to roll back the communist tide.

At 2:30 a.m. on Jan. 30, 1968, I lay asleep on a cot in Room 433 on the fourth floor of the embassy. I was a 32-year-old Foreign Service officer on my second overseas tour of duty and was just beginning my first week-long stint as night duty officer.

Suddenly, the building was rocked by a loud explosion. Automatic weapons fire broke out, and rockets began to thud into the building. The embassy was under attack. As I soon learned, a 20-man Viet Cong commando squad had blown open the wall surrounding the embassy compound and poured into the courtyard. With this strike, the communists launched their famous Tet (Vietnamese lunar new year) Offensive.

I quickly retreated into the more secure and better equipped communications room where a communications specialist, James A. Griffin, was on duty. A call to the ground-floor Marine security guard post revealed that at least one Marine guard, Sgt. Ronald W. Harper, was alive and functioning. The Viet Cong attackers, at that point, were not in the building.

I took the elevator to the ground floor, where the situation looked bleak. There was considerable damage to the building and another Marine lay wounded and covered with blood. We managed to carry him up to a cot on the fourth floor, the one I had been sleeping on. I soon learned that in the initial attack, four military policemen and one Marine security guard had been killed.

Under Attack and on the Line

Despite an atmosphere of extreme tension, I found I was able to communicate with the outside world. From the fourth floor communications room, I placed and received innumerable telephone calls to and from the White House Situation Room, the State Department Operations Center (where I had previously worked) and the U.S. Military Assistance Command Center near Saigon’s Tan Son Nhut Airport.

An American civilian telephone operator skillfully weeded out nuisance and nonessential calls. I spoke regularly to embassy officers at the offsite command post set up for Amb. Bunker. Civilian and military callers from near and far wanted to know the exact state of play. Were there any enemy fighters inside the building?
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How close could hovering helicopters get to the embassy roof (designed as a helipad), and how much ground fire were they drawing? At one point I just held up the phone so the caller could hear the rockets crashing into the building.

As the siege wore on, we pleaded with the U.S. military command for relief. We were told an armored column was on its way. It never arrived. One helicopter finally managed to land on the roof and evacuate the wounded Marine, whom we had carried up to the helipad.

The same chopper also off-loaded two cases of M-16 tracer ammunition, a move I assumed had some purpose I had not divined: there were no M-16s in the building. To my consternation I also discovered that two armed American military personnel, including a Marine whose presence on the roof I had not previously detected, took off in the helicopter—leaving the lone Marine on the ground floor and us few civilians to fend for ourselves.

Almost six hours after the attack had begun, I went again to the roof and was greeted unexpectedly by a platoon of heavily armed paratroopers from the 82nd Airborne Division. They insisted their orders were to secure the embassy floor by floor, starting at the top, despite my assurances that there were no Viet Cong in the building. By the time they reached the ground floor, the shooting had stopped—18 of the Viet Cong sappers had been killed by military policemen, Marine guards and civilian security personnel firing into the compound, and two were taken prisoner. Dead bodies littered the compound.

The Cleanup

The commander of American forces in Vietnam, General William Westmoreland, arrived on the scene and advised me to have the embassy cleaned up and the employees back at work by noon. This was quite unrealistic. Fighting was raging all over the city. Around midmorning I finally drove home in my bullet-riddled car, which had been parked behind the embassy. The windshield had been shot away, but I could drive the vehicle—fortunately the rainy season was still a few months away.

My superstitious housekeeper immediately insisted on destroying the blue shirt I had been wearing. It was covered with blood from the wounded Marine, and she thought it would bring bad luck. Only late in the day did I receive a call from the embassy informing me that, under the circumstances, I would be relieved of duty obligations for the remainder of the week.

The attack on the embassy revealed our lack of military and civilian preparedness. It was also an intelligence failure. We were in the middle of a real war, but the war was supposed to be in the countryside and not in downtown Saigon. Actually, as I was to learn later, there had been ominous signs of impending trouble, but they were misjudged.

As civilian duty officer, I was ill-prepared. I was given no useful intelligence. I had no training in the use of weapons or first aid. I was very lucky to have survived; the odds were against it. But a few good decisions saved us. At the first shot, a quick-thinking Marine at an adjoining building had dashed across the compound and closed the embassy’s thick wooden doors. The architecture of the building with its lattice-work concrete outer wall absorbed the rocket rounds fired into it. The Viet Cong sappers were not of World War II caliber and, fortunately for us, were hit by American and Vietnamese personnel firing down at them from adjoining rooftops.

The embattled Marine on the ground floor, Sgt. Harper, and my colleague in communications, James Griffin, shared all the tasks and never flinched or failed throughout the ordeal. After the attack, the embassy’s Marine security detail was increased by 50 percent—from two to three.
I stayed in Vietnam for another 3½ years, even though the tour of duty was only 18 months. The embassy, and Amb. Bunker himself, kept asking me to extend, and why not? I enjoyed my work and found the country fascinating, despite the war all around us.

During my last year there, I served as commercial attaché, with my own office by the river. In practice I became a general-purpose trouble-shooter for the embassy, dealing with such issues as corruption in the port of Da Nang and finding a way to enable the U.S. military to recover brass shell casings from battlefields. (They were being scavenged by enterprising Vietnamese and exported to China via Hong Kong.)

I believed at the time that we were on the right track in Vietnam. Pacification was working. The South Vietnamese economy was developing nicely. Militarily, we were beginning to prevail in the conflict—particularly after Creighton Abrams replaced William Westmoreland. The South Vietnamese military was beginning to hold its own and even win some major engagements. Unfortunately, however, it was too late. Congress had turned irrevocably against the war in spite of all the evidence that the situation was turning in our favor.

Should the U.S. have entered the conflict in the first place? Given our reluctance to see it through, presumably not. Americans have little patience for indecisiveness and stalemate. The U.S. fought the war with serious limitations—such as not invading the North and eschewing strategic bombing of Hanoi and Haiphong until December 1972, just a few months before we withdrew our troops. This restraint stemmed from our fear of escalation, of bringing in China and the Soviet Union, whose intentions we misread.

Yet there are historians who contend today that fighting the war in South Vietnam bought time for other countries in the region to achieve a degree of stability and prosperity. Was it worth 58,000 American lives? No, given the outcome. Was it a necessary war? Again, no, but historians will doubtless continue to study and debate the matter.

Looking back, I recall that just about every FSO tapped to go to Vietnam went willingly and some even enthusiastically. Many served with distinction. The war was controversial, of course, and there was substantial opposition to it at home. With rare exceptions, the American press tended to report only bad news.

Yet for a career FSO committed to serve anywhere in the world, Vietnam was the place to be. At the time, there was no greater calling.
t would be difficult to overstate the pure joy exhibited by my Vietnamese employees on Advisory Team 65 in Chau Doc province, in a remote corner of the Mekong Delta, on Jan. 27, 1973, when word reached us that the Paris Peace Accords had been signed. Holding hands, they danced in a circle singing “Hoa Binh oi”—loosely translated, “Hello, peace!” or “Welcome, peace!” None of them likely could have imagined that, just two short years later, the South Vietnamese government would collapse and many of them would be fleeing down the Mekong River, hoping to escape the approaching North Vietnamese Army.

In 1973 I was a rural development adviser on my fourth consecutive tour in Vietnam. I’d been seconded by State to the U.S. Agency for International Development in 1967, right after completing the A-100 orientation course. All of my time “in country” had been as part of the U.S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam’s Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development Support program, known as CORDS, part of the unified military-civilian chain of command of the pacification effort. That would now change dramatically, as the U.S. military prepared to completely leave the country and the State Department established four consulates general, including one in Can Tho, the largest city in the Mekong Delta.

It also began a personal odyssey that would allow me, first, to be part of what I call the “Whitehouse Interlude” in Vietnam, a brief but remarkable period in Foreign Service history that deserves to be recalled with considerable pride. This would be followed by a front-row seat at the White House in Washington to the tragic denouement of the South Vietnamese government and America’s epic involvement in Indochina.

I believe that the provincial assignments had a significant impact on many of the FSOs who would shape foreign policy over the next three decades, as they came in direct contact with large numbers of war victims. For example, I always felt that Ambassador Richard Holbrooke’s passion to alleviate the suffering of refugees and his focus on agriculture in Afghanistan both came from his assignment as a provincial adviser in Vietnam. Indeed, the very existence of the Bureau of Population, Refugees and Migration in the State Department can be traced to Vietnam.

Our work there also showed that the Foreign Service could be an invaluable early warning system. In my own case, a decade after writing the first-ever reports on the genocidal nature of the Khmer Rouge, my “provincial instincts” took me in

From Whitehouse to the White House

From the vantage point of both the field and the National Security Council, one FSO shows the critical role the Foreign Service played in a difficult environment.
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1983 to the far north of Lebanon where I discovered Yasser Arafat reconstituting his PLO military forces outside Tripoli. After 9/11, I wondered whether we might have detected the plans of Osama bin Laden to strike the United States if we had had more FSOs able to travel through remote parts of South Asia and the Middle East, in the way we did in Vietnam.

The Whitehouse Interlude

With the departure of Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker after the 1973 Paris Peace Accords were signed, Deputy Chief of Mission Charles Whitehouse became chargé d’affaires and ushered in a spirit of openness and unvarnished reporting. This was reinforced by two Vietnam veterans, Tom Barnes and Frank Wisner, who arrived in Can Tho as the new consul general and deputy principal officer, respectively. They were followed by a flood of mid-level, language-trained FSOs, one in each of the 16 provinces in the Delta, augmented in many cases by Vietnamese-speaking USAID officers. Similar assignments followed in all 44 provinces of South Vietnam.

This “diplomatic surge” produced an amazing body of reporting documenting the shaky security situation and warning of what was to come. Seldom has the Foreign Service fielded so many highly competent individuals in such a dangerous but critically important environment.

For my part, I continued to live and work in the provincial capital of Chau Doc, at the juncture of the Mekong River and Cambodian border. Now a vice consul, I had remarkable experiences during my 15 months there. Besides reporting on Pol Pot’s Khmer Rouge, I used a plane and pilot for a week to map the extent of Viet Cong control of the entire Mekong Delta. I also burrowed into the dirt as bullets cracked over my head when a North Vietnamese Army unit, in a major ceasefire violation, ambushed an American cargo ship I was monitoring on the Mekong River.

My Vietnam assignment came to an abrupt end in April 1974 when an Air America plane landed in Chau Doc with orders transferring me to the National Security Council staff. My move from obscurity to a job at the White House caused quite a stir in Saigon. Suddenly I had appointments at the embassy, including with Ambassador Graham Martin and Tom Polgar, the Central Intelligence Agency’s chief of station.

While Amb. Martin was gracious to me (he even came to my wedding, which took place a few days before I departed the country), I found my one-on-one meeting with him somewhat disquieting. At times, he seemed to drift away in thought during our conversation. Leaning back in his chair and staring at the ceiling, he waxed philosophical about the vagaries of the policy process and the forces that were undermining him.
At the White House: Watergate

Arriving in May 1974, I found the White House beset by the issue that would ultimately play a very significant part in the demise of South Vietnam: Watergate. Less than three months later, I would be standing in the East Room watching Richard Nixon give his farewell address to the nation. Vice President Gerald Ford would inherit a weakened presidency that would be unable to respond forcefully a year later as South Vietnam collapsed.

Still, the military situation remained relatively stable through the rest of that year and into early 1975. There were intelligence reports that the North planned to step up military action in the central highlands in the spring, but the conventional wisdom was that Hanoi would wait another year so as to influence the 1976 U.S. presidential election. Indeed, the view

Seldom has the Foreign Service fielded so many highly competent individuals in such a dangerous but critically important environment.
in Saigon was so sanguine that Amb. Martin returned to the United States for dental work and consultations in March 1975.

It was therefore stunning when the initial forays by NVA units in Ban Me Thuot province on March 10, 1975, quickly inflicted severe defeats on South Vietnam’s 22nd and 23rd divisions—the latter considered one of the better-led units. Now able to mass their forces without fear of punishing U.S. air strikes, the North rained down overwhelming firepower onto the South Vietnamese positions. By mid-March, having secured control of the entire highland area, their attention turned to Da Nang, the major military headquarters in central Vietnam, where the same process began to unfold.

By March 25, the deterioration was so alarming that Pres. Ford held an emergency meeting in the Cabinet Room at the White House with a senior emissary from South Vietnam, labor leader Truong Quoc Bu. I had the extraordinary opportunity to be the president’s interpreter as Bu revealed President Nguyen Van Thieu’s shocking plan to cede the entire northern half of South Vietnam to the communists.

The Weyand Mission: Return to Saigon

Immediately thereafter, the White House announced a presidential mission to Vietnam, headed by General Fred Weyand, the previous commander of U.S. forces in Vietnam, to assess the situation. I was assigned to the trip. Traveling with Weyand and several senior CIA and Pentagon officials on his C-141 cargo plane were Amb. Martin and David Kennerly, Pres. Ford’s personal photographer and a Pulitzer Prize-winning combat journalist, with whom I had developed a friendship.

When we arrived at the darkened Tan Son Nhut Airport just after midnight on March 28, 1975, the atmosphere already felt ominous. I had a brief exchange on the tarmac with Station Chief Tom Polgar, who privately expressed his concern that the ambassador, who had consistently downplayed field assessments as too negative, would not report on how calamitous the situation had become.

Amb. Martin invited me to stay at his residence. During the week we were there, I found a sense of impending doom. Members of his Vietnamese household staff approached me, almost
Arriving in May 1974, I found the White House beset by the issue that would ultimately play a very significant part in the demise of South Vietnam: Watergate.

in tears, asking if they would be taken out of the country when the end came. Even Mrs. Martin appealed to me privately for guidance about what to tell her employees, with the clear implication that her husband was not giving her sufficient direction.

While Gen. Weyand and his most senior advisers called on Pres. Thieu and the top military echelon of the South Vietnamese government, I went off on my own about the city talking to Vietnamese contacts and assessing the mood. I learned a lot just watching countless men in South Vietnamese military garb getting off provincial buses, having made their way back from the battlefields after their units had been broken apart and scattered.

For the first time in my life, I truly saw fear in someone’s eyes when I spoke to a female relative of an FSO in Washington who had asked me to check on his Vietnamese family. She asked what was to become of them and who would help them escape. Other Vietnamese begged me to take their babies or small children out of the country. At the embassy, several longtime colleagues asked me if I would carry some of their most precious personal possessions out on our plane.

My conversations with two Cabinet ministers and a contact in the prime minister’s office made the situation seem even more desperate. In whispered tones, I was told that Pres. Thieu was paralyzed by fear, unable to make a decision, and that expectations of leadership from Independence Palace were nil.

Just a Matter of Time

But it was during my visit with the young Defense Department analysts in the “tank” at the old MACV headquarters that I came to realize that the situation was truly hopeless. There I was able to track on large briefing maps the unobstructed movement of North Vietnamese divisions down the Ho Chi Minh Trail and into the southern battlefields. More than anything else, that stark display of the order of battle showed just how badly outnumbered the South was in terms of main force divisions—almost two to one. If the North continued its offensive, the inexorable flow of this overwhelming force into the south meant the inevitable defeat of South Vietnam.

One of my most riveting conversations was with Al Francis, who as head of the embassy’s political-military affairs section had often reflected Amb. Martin’s hopeful assessments. He had been consul general in Da Nang when it was overrun just a few days earlier and had escaped on one of the very last flights out. In the chaotic evacuation, he had been controlling the door into the already badly overcrowded U.S. aircraft that was carrying Americans, and some of the Vietnamese most at risk, to safety as the North Vietnamese closed in on the airport.

When one renegade soldier threatened to halt the flight so he could board it, Al had pushed him away. The desperate man pulled out a handgun and fired at almost point-blank range toward Al’s face. The bullet left a blackened, curved indentation burned deep into his neck but, miraculously, did not penetrate the skin. He was left with a highly visible scar and a traumatized demeanor. To me, it was a harbinger of what was to come. It was clear that Al now saw the ominous future clearly, even if the ambassador did not.

When I returned to the residence that evening, I wanted to convey to Amb. Martin the hopelessness of the situation as I saw it and the need for urgent planning for an evacuation. The challenge, however, was to do this without losing his ear. The ambassador’s reputation was that as soon as he determined that an officer or adviser was a naysayer or had negative views of the situation, he immediately tuned them out. As I endeavored to share my observations, he started to drift away. I could not be sure how much of anything I said actually got through to him.
But from my review of the daily embassy cables, it was evident that, while considered extremely serious, the situation was not being reported as hopeless. As a result, there was no mission-wide preliminary planning for an evacuation. This differed markedly from my own judgment that the end could come in a matter of weeks, depending on how quickly North Vietnamese troops would reach Saigon.

**Time for a Reality Check**

I did three things while in Saigon to try to address these divergent perceptions.

First, I made daily phone calls back to Washington to brief my boss at the National Security Council, Bill Stearman. To his great credit, Bill intervened during the Washington Special Action Group sessions (chaired by Secretary of State Henry Kissinger) to interject my much more pessimistic assessment as a counterpoint to the official reporting.

My second step was to seek a private session with Gen. Weyand and his most senior advisers called on Pres. Thieu and the top military echelon of the South Vietnamese government, I went off on my own about the city.

While Gen. Weyand and his most senior advisers called on Pres. Thieu and the top military echelon of the South Vietnamese government, I went off on my own about the city.

and, during which I painted the picture for him that I had found in terms of the collapse of confidence in Pres. Thieu's administration, the sense of national despair permeating the civilian and military population and the stark military situation. The general, with whom I had worked from 1971 to 1972 at MACV headquarters, did not disagree with any part of my analysis, and sighed audibly when I mentioned the potential three-week timeframe before the South's complete defeat.

Finally, I tried to put in place a mechanism that would allow at least some endangered Vietnamese to be evacuated as the end came. I met with two close friends—FSO Lacy Wright and Frank Snepp, the chief intelligence community analyst at the embassy—and expressed my dismay that no action was being taken, even behind the scenes, to prepare for an evacuation. Since we all had individuals we wanted to rescue (for me that included my wife's family), I proposed that we create our own secret evacuation plan despite the injunction against any planning in the embassy. Lacy and Frank agreed, and we sketched out a safe house system and basic communication plan with phone numbers that could be shared with those Vietnamese we wished to help.

Lacy and I then began making contacts around Saigon. Once back in Washington, I sent dozens and dozens of additional names of relatives, friends and official contacts of State and USAID officers who were now living in the United States, including those from a large group of FSOs who were meeting daily at the department for a similar purpose (see p. 33). Since my office was at the White House, every phone call I made to Saigon went with "flash" precedence, thus ensuring that I always got through and kept the names flowing.

**A Long Flight Home**

The Weyand Mission ended on April 4. On the long flight back to Washington, I drafted my own memoranda to Secretary Kissinger, both on the bleak prospects for South Vietnam and what
Kenneth Quinn, right, and his wife, Le Son, center, with former Representative Leonard Boswell (D-Iowa) on Jan. 19, 2009, when Quinn received the Army Air Medal for flying/commanding more than 100 hours of helicopter combat operations in Vietnam in 1970 during his assignment as an FSO to the CORDS program. He is the only civilian to have received this medal.

would be needed to deal with the huge number of refugees—as many as a million people—who could seek to flee the country. Dated April 5, 1975, the two memos spelled out that the South could be lost in as little as three weeks.

By mid-April, even as the NVA moved closer and closer to the capital, Amb. Martin still felt that any sign of evacuation activity by the United States would cause what little remained of the South Vietnamese political and military fabric to completely rend, with mass chaos ensuing.

I feared that if this inaction continued, the opportunity to evacuate at least some Vietnamese would be lost completely. So, one evening, when most of the staff had departed, I walked from my third-floor office in the Old Executive Office Building across West Executive Avenue, in the side door of the White House, and up to Deputy National Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft’s office. Always the last person to leave, Brent was engrossed in one of the multiple red-tagged memos that were stacked on what was technically still Henry Kissinger’s desk.

He beckoned me in and, with just the two of us there, I
brieﬁed him on the secret evacuation system that we had set up, which now had many high-risk Vietnamese ready to be taken out of the country. I told him that what was needed was a message to the ambassador from the White House instructing him to immediately begin to evacuate these individuals. I handed him a draft cable which gave the details of our plan, with Lacy Wright as the contact.

General Scowcroft went to the president that night and then sent the message through the White House back channel to Amb. Martin, instructing him to assist these people to leave. This action, in effect, began the ﬂow of Vietnamese out of the country. A trickle at ﬁrst, over the next week or so more than 100,000 refugees were airlifted out of Vietnam. In his book Decent Interval, Frank Snepp wrote that this system eventually saved thousands of Vietnamese civilians.

One last memory of the evacuation is from April 28. When I arrived at work early that morning, I learned that the NSC had just met and advised the president to halt the evacuation due to the threat of attacks on the airport. When I phoned Saigon to relay this information, however, I was told that Tan Son Nhut Airport was not under attack, and that there were still 20,000 high-risk Vietnamese at the airport whom we were about to abandon.

Wondering what I could possibly do to prevent a humanitarian disaster, I ran across to the White House and into David Kennerly’s ground-ﬂoor ofﬁce. Out of breath, I explained the desperate nature of the situation. David reacted instinctively. He dashed up to the Oval Ofﬁce, to which he always had access, and told the president directly that he had an absolutely reliable source who told him there were thousands of refugees stranded at the airport who could still be saved. The president, who was said to consider Kennerly like a son, acted immediately to order the evacuation to continue. Thousands more refugees were ﬂown out of the country that day, until the North Vietnamese bombardment ﬁnally forced the airport to close.

The evacuation of the embassy was completed on April 29. The next day, a North Vietnamese tank crashed through the gates of Independence Palace, ending the war and the existence of the Republic of Vietnam. Hoa Binh—peace—had arrived, but few in the South were dancing to welcome it the way my employees in Chau Doc had on Jan. 27, 1973.
Images of the final days of the American presence in South Vietnam 40 years ago remain vivid in the minds of everyone who lived through those turbulent years, or saw last year’s documentary, “Last Days in Vietnam.” Less is known, however, about what was happening then at the Department of State.

In addition to what history books have recorded about the role of Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and the Bureau of East Asian and Pacific Affairs, a small group of Foreign Service personnel without responsibilities for Vietnam began working outside normal channels to address the end game there. Their success illustrates what’s possible when a small, determined group mobilizes to deal with a crisis.

When North Vietnamese forces took the town of Ban Me Thuot in March 1975, many of us who had previously served at Embassy Saigon or in the provinces believed South Vietnam’s end was just around the corner. Yet EAP seemed preoccupied with efforts to obtain supplemental funds from Congress to support past commitments to Vietnam, while our ambassador in Saigon, Graham Martin, was focused on keeping the country together and was unwilling to consider any form of evacuation.

Ambassador Martin argued that even contingency planning would undermine the confidence of South Vietnamese authorities, triggering the very crisis we were trying to avoid. We remained convinced, however, that the potential human tragedy from the collapse made planning essential. This was our primary concern.

TO THE FOREIGN SERVICE IN VIETNAM

Mobilizing for South Vietnam’s Last Days

At the State Department, a small group of FSOs worked outside normal channels to prevent a potential human tragedy.

BY PARKER W. BORG
Operating Below the Radar

Working in offices where we had access to some cables and intelligence reports but, with one exception, no Vietnam responsibilities, a small group of us who had all served there began meeting every day at lunch to talk about the deteriorating situation. These below-the-radar meetings took place in Deputy Secretary of State Robert Ingersoll’s conference room.

The core group included Frank Wisner (Director for Management in Public Affairs), Paul Hare (Deputy Director of Press Relations), Craig Johnstone (Director of the Secretariat Staff), Lionel Rosenblatt (on the Deputy Secretary’s staff), Jim Bullington (who worked on the Vietnam desk and could keep us informed about desk-level actions) and myself (who had been working on Secretary Kissinger’s staff). We were joined on occasion by one or two others.

The group worked at two levels. EAP Assistant Secretary Philip Habib accepted our offer to work on issues the bureau was too busy to cover. Deputy Secretary Ingersoll supported us by issuing occasional tasking requests, which permitted us to draft action papers.

Reviewing the embassy’s evacuation plan, we found it woefully inadequate for the thousands of American citizens living throughout the country. In addition, we believed that the United States had an obligation to large numbers of Vietnamese who had worked with Americans over the years and would be endangered under a communist regime.

We estimated that an evacuation plan for Vietnam needed to cover about 6,000 Americans, 4,000 other foreigners (ceasefire observers from the 1973 accords, foreign diplomats and third-country nationals working for the United States), and anywhere from 100,000 to one million Vietnamese. We developed information about commercial aircraft and ships in the area, consulted with Pentagon officials about military evacuation assets and sent forward various evacuation scenarios.

As North Vietnamese troops got closer to the capital in April 1975, the Federal Aviation Administration wanted to close the airport to commercial traffic. We pushed it to keep the airport open and called commercial airlines to increase the number of flights into Saigon.

The end seemed near, but nobody had any idea about Hanoi’s intentions, how long the South Vietnamese would resist or how violent the last days might be. Amb. Martin continued to oppose planning an orderly departure for American personnel or considering any evacuation for the many Vietnamese who had been associated with the U.S. effort.

His concern was certainly understandable: the Vietnamese numbers were staggering and the implications dramatic. Our figures showed 164,000 current embassy employees and family members, 850,000 former employees and family members, 93,000 close relatives of U.S. citizens, and 600,000 military and civilian officials who likely had close ties to Americans.

Organizing a Task Force

Our second major concern was how Washington organized itself for the end game. These were the days before State routinely set up task forces the moment a crisis emerged. We wanted to keep the department at the center of operations, but argued for an interagency task force that included representatives from the Defense Department, the Central Intelligence Agency and various domestic agencies. State agreed to establish an in-house task force, but we kept pressing for it to be an interagency operation to deal with the huge influx of Vietnamese refugees we anticipated would follow the collapse.

On April 18, 1975, the special Inter-agency Task Force was established under the leadership of Ambassador L. Dean Brown, a former deputy under secretary for management. We approached Amb. Brown immediately and volunteered to take leave from our jobs to become his core staff. Key members from other agencies who joined the task force staff at the beginning

These were the days before State routinely set up task forces the moment a crisis emerged.
The ambassador’s attitude irritated most of us, but two task force members, Lionel Rosenblatt and Craig Johnstone, decided to take direct action.

were Julia Taft from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (now Health and Human Services), Clay McManaway from the CIA and Colonel Gerald Rose from DOD, all of whom eventually moved on to other jobs at State.

At about the same time, Amb. Martin finally agreed to an orderly evacuation of Americans and top Vietnamese officials, but adamantly opposed any evacuation planning for other Vietnamese. He suggested they head for designated points along the coast where American ships would “try” to pick them up.

The ambassador’s attitude irritated most of us, but two task force members, Lionel Rosenblatt and Craig Johnstone, decided to take direct action. Without informing anyone, they flew off to Saigon on April 19 to implement their private evacuation plan. En route, Lionel called me to explain that he would call each day, using a pseudonym—to verify his well-being—and provide a status report. Since the task force was in a fluid state during these first days, it took two or three days before their absences were noted.

Amb. Martin was furious when he learned that two FSOs had returned to Vietnam during the draw-down for an unidentified mission. He sent a blistering message demanding their recall and ordered staff members to locate them. In the frenzy of Saigon’s last days, the two stashed some 200 Vietnamese former work colleagues in vehicles, slipped them past Vietnamese security and pushed them aboard departing aircraft.

The two errant task force members escaped from Vietnam just days before the end. Once they had left, members of the informal group convinced Amb. Martin that the two should not be disciplined, but welcomed back and their experiences put to use. Others in the department disagreed, however. Eventually, they were summoned to meet with Sec. Kissinger to consider charges of insubordination; but he acknowledged their bravery and declined to pursue any course of discipline.

Helping Vietnamese Refugees
Chartered U.S. aircraft began making hourly flights out of Saigon on April 22. In addition to Americans and third-country nationals, the planes carried away any Vietnamese who could make it past the gauntlet of security barricades between Saigon and the airport set up by the local authorities to stem panic. The final chaos was beginning.

With the North Vietnamese army poised to enter the capital, we were uncertain whether they intended a violent takeover or would permit an orderly departure of the last Americans. On April 29, President Gerald Ford gave the order to evacuate the embassy by helicopter, setting off the dramatic final hours of the American presence in Vietnam. We monitored the evacuation from our seventh-floor task force office as best we could, given the primitive communications that existed 40 years ago.

The flights were supposed to end at midnight Saigon time, but continued for three more hours under orders from a heroic Amb. Martin. About 1,000 Americans and 6,000 Vietnamese departed the embassy roof during the final 14-hour liftoff. The North Vietnamese held their fire as the waves of helicopters followed the Saigon River to U.S. naval vessels just offshore.

Once the evacuation was underway, a new set of issues confronted our task force. What would be the destination for the refugees leaving Vietnam? The airlifted refugees went from ships to U.S. bases in the Philippines, and later to other bases on Wake Island and Guam. Simultaneously, thousands of other Vietnamese fled on private boats to neighboring countries, many of which were hostile to them. This required a wave of diplomatic efforts to permit their entrance, at least on a temporary basis.

Then, where would the refugees go from the temporary staging points? It was understood that some would come to the United States, but how many? Where would they stay until resettlement was arranged? Working with the Defense Department, each service agreed to open portions of one base. The Navy provided Camp Pendleton in California; the Army, Fort Chafee in Arkansas; and the Air Force offered Eglin Base in Florida. When
Eglin proved too small, the Army opened an additional camp at Indiantown Gap in Pennsylvania.

By early June 1975, about 130,000 Vietnamese refugees were under American control: 56,000 were in the United States, 44,000 were at bases outside the country and 30,000 had already been released from the system. In addition to daily maintenance, the camps needed to provide medical screening, immigration processing and counseling about life in the United States. Concurrently, we pushed a worldwide appeal to other countries through the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, the Red Cross and the Intergovernmental Committee on European Migration, to establish resettlement programs elsewhere to welcome Vietnamese refugees.

Everything Happened So Quickly

To organize the settlement of refugees in the United States, we promptly began holding meetings with a half-dozen voluntary agencies whose work in this field dated back to World War II. These included the International Rescue Committee, Church World Services, Catholic Relief Services and Lutheran World Services. We also contacted local community organizations to facilitate sponsorship and resettlement. We helped all these organizations set up offices at the military camps, which many of us visited to monitor conditions and programs.

In the weeks following South Vietnam’s collapse, State proposed legislation (drafted by our task force), testified on its behalf before both houses of Congress, and witnessed Pres. Ford signing into law the Indochina Migration and Refugee Assistance Act of 1975. This authorized $405 million for costs relating to the reception centers, resettlement support, medical and welfare services, and the movement of some refugees to third countries. It was also the beginning of what would become the largest refugee resettlement program in the United States since the end of World War II.

Everything happened so quickly in the spring of 1975 that it was hard to tell when one activity ended and the next began. Within two months our task force oversaw the evacuation of Vietnam, established restaging camps, developed sponsorship programs, obtained legislative authorities, began resettling thousands of refugees in the States and promoted the resettlement of thousands of others in third countries.

While all of us on the task force brought our individual knowledge and commitment to its work, events on the ground quickly brought the entire department, and federal government, together to accomplish our goals. But the bottom line was the personal satisfaction we all derived from making a difference on an important national issue.
With the fall of South Vietnam looming, and an ambassador still in denial, FSOs on the ground began taking matters into their own hands to help get people out, by any means possible.

BY JOSEPH MCBRIDE

South Vietnam seemed strangely secure when I reported to Saigon as a first-tour, political officer in late 1974. But signs soon suggested that stability was chimerical.

In early January 1975, I pulled late duty to report the translation of President Nguyen Van Thieu’s speech to the nation after the North Vietnamese Army had overrun Phuoc Binh, just 90 miles north of Saigon. Thieu rationalized that retaking the jungle town was not worth the cost.

Militarily, he was right, but politically this was a disaster. Phuoc Binh was the first provincial capital the government permanently abandoned after more than a decade of war. Even more dismaying, Thieu rambled on for three disjointed hours. Vietnam’s president and commander in chief seemed to be losing it.

While the translators worked, I slipped over to the Recreation Association to grab a sandwich. It was “Luau Night” around the swimming pool. U.S. contractors were decked out in orchid leis and served by waitresses in sarongs, all lit by tiki torches. The incongruity stunned me: partying as usual while the NVA racked up the score, less than 100 miles to the north. “This cannot last,” I thought.

A Reality Check

But I wanted to see for myself. So in early 1975, I took annual leave for a four-day bus trip over the Tet (lunar New Year) holiday, unarmed and unescorted, deep into the Mekong Delta. No travel clearance was required in those days. (It was a different time and a different Foreign Service; hard to envision in the current era of cocoon-like constriction.) My intent was to poke around the district where I had served with USAID as the sole civilian on a joint military-civilian pacification advisory team from 1969 to 1971. (USAID was my chosen entrée into the Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development Support program—the equivalent of a countrywide Provincial Reconstruction Team on steroids.) I wanted to gauge how security had changed on the ground, in a place where I could really judge.

Our former team interpreter, a lasting friend whom I got out a few months later, went with me. We encountered no problems on the road. Vietnamese were astonished to see an American on board, but happy to banter for long hours. Arriving in the district, the army captain now in command was a different matter. Totally flummoxed, he wanted us out of there.
It soon became clear why: his outposts looked like the Maginot Line, because the Viet Cong roamed unchallenged right up to their gates; and government militia to man the walls were scarce on the ground. Caught on the road at sunset, we overnighted with a village notable we knew well. We could sleep in his house, but the Viet Cong were “all around,” he warned. The old gentleman kindly left us with a concussion grenade, as he quickly departed to sleep elsewhere. We high-tailed it back at the break of dawn.

I got what I wanted: a reality test of security on the ground, 1975 versus 1971. The official security rankings for the district—“average for the country”—had not changed in four years. But the place we once knew to be 80-percent secure was now reduced to a hollow eggshell, waiting to be cracked.

Back at the embassy, my trip provoked no criticism. But neither was there a shred of interest in drawing on it for “defeatist” reporting to Washington. My disillusionment was tempered by the explicit warning the department’s director of the Vietnam desk had given me before I left Washington: “Don’t stick your neck out to contest sanitized reporting. We all are perfectly aware Embassy Saigon is selling a concocted story, and nobody back here pays much attention to it.”

Accelerating Collapse

From mid-January to mid-April the NVA rolled up the country rapidly. The Army of the Republic of Vietnam collapsed due to panicked orders from Saigon and incompetent senior leadership, with a few notable exceptions. The 18th Division bought 10 days by a heroic stand at Xuan Loc, northeast of Saigon, before it was overrun.

The imminent fall of South Vietnam was obvious to all of us, but Ambassador Graham Martin adamantly clung to the hope that some political compromise could be worked out. Martin had lost a son, a helicopter pilot, in the war. He could not admit that defeat was a foregone conclusion.

At most, the embassy was authorized to ship home excess files, though shredding and burning were soon to follow. The political section began discreetly identifying particularly high-risk Vietnamese for possible evacuation. In the end, however, the criteria were too vague and the list too long to be prioritized. For any given Vietnamese, it all came down to who he knew, how lucky he was, and how far his American contact would go to rescue him.

Several weeks before the end, two high-flying seventh-floor staffers took unauthorized leave to come rescue Vietnamese contacts for whom they felt personal responsibility. One morning Deputy Chief of Mission Wolfgang Lehmann barged into the political section, “Does anybody know Lionel Rosenblatt and Craig Johnstone? If they show up, have them report to the front office immediately!” When he left, my boss muttered, “Before reporting in, those two better finish anything they came here to do. Because they’ll be slammed into the first plane out of here.”

Sure enough, within the hour I ran into Rosenblatt and Johnstone climbing the back staircase to see me. I hurried them back out of the embassy before they were spotted and, later, fixed them up with contacts at the Tan Son Nhut evacuation site. Over the next week, to their great credit, they got 30 contacts and their families out before departing themselves on the last commercial flight from Saigon.

A week before the end, the Department of Justice finally authorized “parole status” for the Vietnamese families of the estimated 5,000 private American citizens who refused to leave the country without them. Ken Moorefield, an aide to the ambassador, set up a processing center at the airfield to process these roughly 20,000 people. I soon joined him. We were stamping out “parolees” on the afternoon of April 28, when turncoat government pilots bombed and cratered the airfield. The damage done put an end to any possibility of further fixed-wing evacuation.

We were now down to limited helicopter evacuation from the airfield and the embassy, plus a barge route down the Saigon River. The barges were the brainchild of Mel Chatman and Bob Lanigan, USAID field officers, who had distinguished themselves in chaotic evacuations down the coast from Da Nang and Nha Trang. At the end, the two personally nursed the Alaska Contracting barges down to the sea. But due to the lack of overall embassy planning and execution, these enormous barges went out only half-filled.

That night, I fell asleep, exhausted, on an embassy desktop. In the false dawn of April 29, NVA rockets suddenly rained down from all around the city.

Hitting the Streets

Several weeks earlier I had signed on to drive high-risk contacts down to the Saigon docks for evacuation by sea. “I’m
Dreaming of a White Christmas”—the mission warden code for activating the evacuation—started playing on the radio. It was time to rise and shine … and make things happen.

Around noon on the 29th, I grabbed a nine-passenger van with a full fuel tank and headed out for the designated safe house where political section contacts were supposed to assemble. I requested Lacy Wright, the deputy in the section, to lead the way for the first run because of his 4/4 Vietnamese. The ticklish part would be negotiating the police guards sealing off the docks to the evacuation barges on the river. I wanted no 3/3 linguistic slipups to block our entry.

The safe house was already swarming with people when we got there, and it only got worse through the day. Word on the street spread fast; it had been an illusion to think we could keep the safe houses secret. Separating out the genuine high-risk cases took time. We each crammed up to 20 people into our vans, but it did not make a dent in the inflow. Lacy sweet-talked us through the police and army barricades for the first run, but he and I got separated after that.

Stuck at the closed-off airport, Admin Officer Don Hayes linked up with the Marines to courageously thwart enraged paratroopers trying to force their way aboard the airlift—or block the evacuation. Political Internal Chief Shep Lowman got stuck with a houseful of high-level VIPs, but despite frantic calls, no vehicles were ever sent to pick them up. In the end, Shep made it back to the embassy by foot, but he could get only three high-level friends through the gate with him. Ken Moorefield was also driving a rescue mission out on the streets, but got stuck cruising around Saigon with two full busloads and nowhere to take them.

The airfield and the embassy were buttoned up tight. Tellingly, nobody in charge had alerted Ken about the barges leaving from the docks on the river.

Sadly, snafus and disconnects like these were the rule of the day, not the exception. Those with initiative—who would rather ask for forgiveness than wait for permission—were the only ones who were truly effective. Officers from the Defense Attaché Office at the airfield had control of key assets, personnel to deploy and the nerve to jump the start gun. The rest of us played it by ear the best we could.

Back at my safe house, from all I could tell I was completely on my own. As the city shifted toward chaos, I could only raise the front office on my radio net. I got plenty of “attaboys” and “stick to it as long as you can,” but no useful guidance or info of any kind. Fortunately, the mood on the streets had not yet turned against us. Renegade South Vietnamese soldiers turning their guns on us—not the NVA—was always our biggest security risk. (We knew leaders of the Airborne Brigade were actively plotting to take Americans hostage to ensure their own evacuation.) Beware the wrath of a betrayed ally.

I repeatedly delivered my passengers, and policemen guarding the docks grudgingly accepted handfuls of Vietnamese cash. Toward the end of the day, a young Army officer at a roadblock detained my van. Trouble, I thought. “No. I just want to say thank you for trying,” he said with a salute. The lieutenant declined to climb in with me, saying he would stay with his family. Earlier, a senior embassy translator had declined a similar offer, snapping, “No, I’m Vietnamese. I’m staying.” It sounded like he already had paid his dues to the new order and knew he was safe.

Heading for the Barn

The long shadows of late afternoon arrived, and there had been a long gap with no evacuation helicopters from the Seventh Fleet. Crowds overran my safe house. Two longhaired Saigon cowboys in bellbottoms carried in a desiccated grandfather in an ebony chair—outrageous draft dodgers, not the people we set out to save. On top of it all, my van’s once-full fuel tank was now running on fumes, and gasoline stations were shut down tight. It was time to head back to the embassy.

I radioed that I was coming home. George Jacobson, the ambassador’s longtime special assistant for field operations, asked that I make one more run to pick up his household staff. It was a personal favor. He told me I could siphon gas out of his parked car, “and don’t worry about the taste.” (Jacobson had been dramatically filmed during the Tet Offensive of 1968, catching a pistol thrown up to his bedroom window in time to dispatch a Viet Cong sapper coming up the stairs.) So, gasoline taste in my mouth, I made one more run for the docks.

Back at the embassy I found packed crowds hunkered down, waiting. Earlier wall climbers apparently had been beaten down. Street toughs had cannibalized abandoned cars down to their naked x-frames, motor blocks and all. The vandals were snarly and scornful. But as I inched through them, the tens of thousands waiting around the embassy were imploring rather than angry.

The Marine guard at the main vehicle gate could not let me in.

The old gentleman kindly left us with a concussion grenade, as he quickly departed to sleep elsewhere.
Once he cracked the gate, masses of people would break through. He had orders to fire on them if they did. He was right. I threw my Samsonite briefcase over the wall, not wanting to get caught with the two hand grenades inside, if the crowd turned mean.

Baffled, I tried to figure out what to do. Finally, another Marine directed me to the small sally-port gate opening into the consulate. It was buttressed by projecting towers, so that only one person at a time could pass. He asked me to collect the various Americans locked outside and quietly slip them over to that gate. Slowly, mustering every courtesy term I could recall from FSI language training, I worked around to the other side of the compound. "Don’t worry, we’ll have helicopters enough for everybody who wants to go. We are not leaving without you," I assured one and all. To my relief, they seemed to believe me. Because they wanted to, they had to. What other hope could they have?

I collected about 10 Americans and their families and gingerly slid them to the consulate gate. Two huge Marines in full battle rattle came over the gate. I positioned myself between them as we passed through each person, including a very pregnant woman. Three stout men on the back side of the gate opened and closed it behind each entrant.

The two giant Marines repeatedly muscled the crowd back with their flack-jacketed bulk while snapping the loading slide on their (actually unloaded) M-16s for dramatic effect. I marveled at their cool—despite not understanding the language and being totally vulnerable to a hidden knife or pistol. My job was to pick out those who were to be saved, and keep uttering the implausible promise that we would not abandon anybody. Later, I wrote up the two Marines, and they both got military awards and a coveted assignment to guard duty at the U.S. mission at the United Nations.

Pulling Up Stakes

Inside the compound I stripped to the waist, wringing buckets of sweat out of my shirt. I threw away a filthy gray-striped seersucker jacket that had covered the revolver tucked in the small of my back.

Suddenly, a platoon of some 40 Marines charged out from the main door of the chancery building, crossed the front lawn and flung their backs against the compound wall. Soon DCM Lehmann appeared, gesturing firmly, and called them back. The Marines recoiled back from the wall and into the chancery building.

What was going on, I wondered? Lehmann, a former infantry officer, came over and cleared up my confusion. “Nobody, nobody else gets into this compound,” he barked to all present. “Understand? And that goes for you, too, McBride!” Half naked, I managed a “Yes, sir.”

It turned out that the CIA station had assembled a bunch of “assets” in a building across the boulevard from the embassy and then arranged for the Marine fleet detachment to mount an assault over the wall and push the crowd back to open a corridor for these chosen few to get to the gates. Given the thousands of people in the street, it’s hard to imagine how this scheme could have worked out, unless the Marines provoked panic by also firing into the air. But once the front office got word of it, the DCM promptly stomped on it.

The DCM’s intervention, however, seems to have been one of a kind. It was the only case that I know of where the front office exercised effective management control over any part of the street-level evacuation. On the contrary, the mission leadership was overwhelmed dealing with Washington and, by all accounts, out of contact with what was going on outside. Those Vietnamese trying to escape either lucked out by having an American protector to provide access to evacuation points—embassy, airport or barge dock—or they were left behind.

Most were left behind—including one agency’s full complement of 200 staffers and their families. Their American supervisors clearly were isolated and out of the loop until the balloon went up. When it did, they were ignored—allegedly misled—and ultimately helpless to save their people. They had gullibly accepted generic assurances that their people would be wrapped up in the overall mission evacuation. No other agency, to my knowledge, was similarly naïve.

I entered the chancery as tropical darkness fell suddenly. The political section was totally empty. Nobody could be found on any working-level floor that I could access. All offices were thoroughly trashed, with IBM Selectric typewriters getting special attention. An odor of alcohol wafted through from time to time. Only when I got to the outer office of the executive suite on the third floor did I find a gaggle of people.

The ambassador’s extraordinary secretary, Eva Kim, and her newsman beau, come to mind. The rest seemed to be largely superannuated hangers-on, serving no purpose at the wake. I saw nobody drinking, but painkiller had clearly been applied.

The place we once knew to be 80-percent secure was now reduced to a hollow eggshell, waiting to be cracked.
here and there. I received plenty of congratulations and pats on the back. After that, given the DCM’s ukase to let no more people in, I could see nothing more to do but wait.

Eventually, a CH-53 Sea Stallion arrived on the landing pad on top of the building. A few Americans were needed to fill out an otherwise overwhelmingly Vietnamese passenger list. At the foot of the stairs to the roof, immediately in front of me, stood an impeccably dressed Europeanist doing his obligatory excursion tour to Asia, complete with perfectly pressed suit, neatly combed hair, starched handkerchief adorning his jacket pocket, polished attaché case and overnight bag. Right then and there, I decided I would never become one of them.

As we started upward, Amb. Martin came out of his private office to pull me aside. Putting his hand on my shoulder, he intoned in a low, southern patrician voice that he knew what I had been doing out on the streets, and he wanted to thank me. Truthfully, I felt honored to be there at the end, to have done all that I could do. For all his foibles, the ambassador had extended a gracious gesture that I had no right to expect.

It was pitch dark as the chopper lifted off the roof, but the tail ramp was down enough to make out scattered fires burning in the distance. Lit by an eerie blue light inside, all I could make out were Vietnamese around me. Some other Americans were aboard for sure, but not many.

Contrary to some accounts, I detected no enemy ground fire reaching up to us. The NVA wanted us gone in time to celebrate
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The mission leadership was overwhelmed dealing with Washington and, by all accounts, out of contact with what was going on outside.
I grabbed a nine-passenger van with a full fuel tank and headed out for the designated safe house where political section contacts were supposed to assemble.

their victory on May Day, and we were going. They may have painted our choppers with their targeting systems, but they let us go unimpeded. After a while, we landed under floodlights on the USS Hancock, a World War II vintage carrier. Those of us with pistols handed them over. I slept for much of the five days’ journey to Subic Bay, the Philippines.

“Just a Few More”

The evacuation concluded in the early morning of April 30. Amb. Martin admirably stretched out the evacuation to get out every Vietnamese he could—“just a few more helicopters.” Several inbound crews crashed from vertigo. The exasperated Navy finally resorted to a direct presidential order for the ambassador to get on a designated helicopter, just before dawn. That’s what it took.

Once the ambassador departed for the fleet, “Americans only” for boarding was strictly enforced. In the process, some 400 Vietnamese—including all mission firefighters who had volunteered to stay to the end—were abandoned.

Captain Stuart Herrington, a Vietnamese-speaking DAO officer, had kept the crowd under control by promising that he would not leave until they left. He was utterly devastated to be ordered—forced—to abandon those to whom he had given his personal word. Retired Colonel Herrington deservedly serves as the moral centerpiece of Rory Kennedy’s documentary, “Last Days in Vietnam.”
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Finding My Heroes, Finding Myself: From Refugee Child to State Department Official

Amidst the chaos of the last days in Saigon, U.S. government personnel risked their lives to save Vietnamese.

BY ANNE D. PHAM

My journey to America began 40 years ago, when I was plucked out of the Pacific Ocean during the last days of the Vietnam War. While that tumultuous period is fraught with tragedy, there were also many instances of hope and heroism. Indeed, I would not be where I am today were it not for the courage, kindness and compassion of countless personnel from the State Department and U.S. Agency for International Development, members of the military and others who risked their lives to save endangered Vietnamese amidst the war’s chaotic denouement.

The war in Vietnam was a hot conflict that had emerged from the Cold War global confrontation between the superpowers. It was a war by proxy: China and the Soviet Union funded Communist North Vietnam, while the United States supported South Vietnam and served as its key ally. Canada, Australia, South Korea, Philippines and Japan also assisted with various aspects of the U.S.-led effort.

Many South Vietnamese, my father among them, had worked in various capacities in support of the American effort to ensure the freedom and independence of the Republic of Vietnam, a democratic country. Such individuals were at grave risk as North Vietnamese communist forces advanced, yet the U.S. was concerned about the appearance of abandonment that could come with overt evacuation planning. Nevertheless, many American civilian and military personnel scrambled to save the lives of these endangered individuals, sometimes defying orders from their superiors and disregarding their own safety to follow their conscience.

Among them were Foreign Service officers Lionel Rosenblatt and L. Craig Johnstone, who brought attention to the need for evacuation of South Vietnamese employees and associates at risk. After being denied permission to go to Saigon in the spring of 1975, these young diplomats took personal leave, purchased tickets with their own resources and saved several hundred people. Other FSOs, such as Ken Moorefield and Lacy Wright, also made significant efforts to gather people from various locations throughout the city.

15 Minutes to Flee

My father, Joseph Thinh Pham, came home on the evening of April 29, 1975, and told my mother that we needed to flee for our lives. He had just learned from an American at his workplace that the airport was under rocket fire, and that most roads in and out of Saigon were closed due to the fighting that would soon envelop the capital. The day before, he had witnessed smoke billowing from
It was at this point that brave individuals like USAID officers Joseph Gettier and Mel Chatman sought alternative, last-ditch means to rescue people.

the USAID compound on the northern edge of Saigon.

This would not be the first time my parents had abandoned the life they knew. In 1954, when the country was partitioned, leaving the North under communist authoritarian rule and the South under a nascent democratic government, many Catholics, including my parents, fearing religious persecution, fled south.

Twenty-five years later, my parents again frantically packed up clothes, family photos and music tapes to help us remember our cultural identity. Sadly, we had to leave our two dogs behind.

The original evacuation plan for Americans and those South Vietnamese thought to be at risk depended on the assumption that it would be possible to continue flights from the Tan Son Nhut Airport near Saigon and make use of a limited number of helicopter airlifts from the embassy compound. The North Vietnamese rocket fire on the airport, which left the runways inoperable, created a dire situation.

It was at this point that brave individuals like USAID officers Joseph Gettier and Mel Chatman sought alternative, last-ditch means to rescue people. They commandeered military transport barges that had been used to carry supplies during the war. The two young Americans, both fluent Vietnamese-speakers, instructed the evacuees to board those vessels in the port.

That was how my parents left their homeland with their six young children. Our escape down the Saigon River, with darkness setting in, was a dangerous one. Near Vung Tau Harbor, where the river opens to the Pacific Ocean, we came under rocket fire. Thankfully, as I was only 3 years old, I have only faint memories of the journey. As the barge drifted out to sea, crammed with refugees, my father held me close and solemnly said to my eldest brother: “Take a good look at your country. It will be the last time you see it.”

The next day, we were plucked out of the ocean from our barge and boarded the U.S.S. Sgt. Andrew Miller. On the evening of May 2, 1975, the flotilla was directed to the U.S. naval base at Subic Bay, in the Philippines. We were then transferred to Guam, and onward to Fort Chaffee, Arkansas, one of several refugee camps that had been set up to process the influx of refugees from Vietnam and its war-torn Indochinese neighbors. Our helpers at this stage included Richard Armitage, then a young naval officer who would eventually become Deputy Secretary of State.

There were many volunteers who helped us learn English and skills for resettlement and assimilation into American life. Among them was Phyllis Oakley, with whom I later worked when she was a press officer in the State Department’s public affairs office. Another FSO, Theresa Tull, who would later become the first female U.S. ambassador to Brunei, cared for many children, including personally caring for the young children of General Ngo Quang Truong, who stayed behind because he did not want to abandon his troops. Others, like Frank Miller, flew in from neighboring countries as early as March to secretly rescue people.

Resettlement and the Gift of Hope

Growing up in the small New England town of Amherst, Massachusetts, was a stark contrast to living in the tropical heat of Saigon, where I was born. The local people and church in Amherst were welcoming and embracing, giving us clothes and other items to make us feel at home.

Seeing snowfall for the first time was exciting! But in a sad reminder of the life we had left behind, I kept asking my father to take me to see the “big turtles.” Still a young child, I could not grasp that they were in Saigon, at the zoo we had often visited before our departure. My father had to tell me that they were now a beautiful memory to cherish, for we had lost our country.

I remember my father recounting, in vivid detail, the story of how we left Vietnam, saying that he wondered who the young Americans were who had helped to save our family and so many others. He wanted to find them and say thanks—for the freedom we have and for the fact that we are alive. Yet while my parents were, understandably, stuck in the past, America was putting the Vietnam War behind it. Indeed, that process likely began years earlier, with the withdrawal of all U.S. troops in 1973 following the Paris Peace Accords.

As a student from a bicultural background in a small college town, I felt this tension between the past and the present throughout elementary and high school. When the topic of the war or “Vietnam” came up, there seemed to be a negative connotation, a sense of shame and a lack of desire for discussion. It seemed that many wanted to forget the war and the graphic television footage of death and destruction that had been its hallmark. At home, my father continued to recount stories as we ate my mom’s homemade pho soup while prewar romantic love songs played in the background.
While the war remained divisive for Americans, there was bipartisan support for assisting refugees in the years immediately following it. Senator Ted Kennedy (D-Mass.) had long been interested in refugee issues. According to Assistant Secretary of State for Population, Refugees and Migration Anne C. Richard, “He became the author and driving force behind the Refugee Act of 1980, which moved the country from an ad hoc program to bring refugees to the U.S. to a formal partnership between the government and private organizations with annual goals for refugee admissions.” Others, like Senator John McCain (R-Ariz.), have also played an instrumental role in supporting humanitarian programs to reunite families and provide assistance for those who were released from re-education camps.

With congressional refugee admission authorities and funding, Julia Taft, Shep Lowman, Lionel Rosenblatt, Hank Cushing and other FSOs began implementing one of the largest refugee resettlement programs in the world, including approximately 140,000 refugees who arrived in 1975. Forty years later, they and other waves of refugees have made important contributions to America and other countries—far from the burden that many predicted.

I remember my father recounting, in vivid detail, the story of how we left Vietnam, saying that he wondered who the young Americans were who had helped to save our family and so many others.

With the fall of Saigon inevitable, at-risk Vietnamese climb aboard a barge in Khanh Hoi Saigon Port on the afternoon of April 29, 1975. Joe Gettier, with the help of Mel Chatman and Bill Egan, and against the orders of the U.S. ambassador, left the embassy that day to save people, using barges pulled by tug boats.
Normalizing U.S. Vietnam Relations: Preparing for a New Future

In 1995, I could sense these solemn sentiments of loss and sadness among the Americans in attendance with the late Secretary of State Warren Christopher at Noi Bai Airport in Hanoi for a ceremony attending the repatriation of American remains. I was among the State Department personnel who assisted with Sec. Christopher’s trip to normalize relations with Hanoi and establish a new embassy at President Bill Clinton’s initiative.

I thought about the 58,000 American service members who had died in the Vietnam conflict. I also could not help but think about those in my father’s generation—the more than one million courageous and committed South Vietnamese military and civilian officers who died during the war, were sent to concentration camps or were executed. Then there were the subsequent waves of “boat people” who perished in the ocean—nearly half a million by some estimates. The war had continued to take a human toll long after the fighting was over.

While helping the press delegation, I sensed the energy of the younger generation of Vietnamese, eager to learn and yearning for a prosperous future. The country was changing and had moved on from the war years. Then again, many of them were too young to even remember the war.

In fact, the entire Asia-Pacific region was transforming, with increased trade and commerce and greater participation in regional organizations such as the Association of Southeast Asian Nations. The international context and the regional dynamics had shifted with the formal end of the Cold War and demise of the Soviet Union. Walking by the tranquil Hoan Kiem Lake in Hanoi, I saw turtles and recalled those I’d seen at the zoo as a child. Symbolic of the dynamics of Southeast Asia, there was continuity and change all at once.

As Secretary of State John Kerry wrote in his Feb. 2 op-ed, “From Swift Boat to a Sustainable Mekong,” in Foreign Policy magazine: “Long ago, those waterways of war became waters of peace and commerce—the United States and Vietnam are in the 20th year of a flourishing friendship.” As U.S. Ambassador Ted Osius noted in his arrival in Ho Chi Minh City in February, “A Vietnam that is strong, prosperous and independent, and that respects rule of law and human rights, was, is and will be an indispensable friend of the United States.”

American military personnel help refugees, including 3-year-old Anne Pham, off a plane at Fort Chaffee, Arkansas, in May 1975.

The Pham family was sponsored by a local church and Professor Lucien Miller of the University of Massachusetts. In July 1975, from left to right, in the backyard of their sponsor’s home, where they stayed: Don, Maria Cuc (Grandma), Theresa, Paul, Mary (mother), Joseph (father) holding Anne, Tony and John.
Seeking Clarity, Healing and Heroes

When I attended the National War College in 2008, I had an opportunity to meet Henry Kissinger, who said to me, with great emotion: “Out of my entire career, Vietnam and how the war ended pained me the most.” I asked Dr. Kissinger what lesson he learned from Vietnam, and he said: “We should not start a war we cannot finish. No war should end in stalemate.”

I gained a bit more insight in 2009 from a conversation with former Deputy Secretary of State John Negroponte, who had worked on the Paris Peace talks under then-National Security Advisor Henry Kissinger. Ambassador Negroponte expressed the sentiment that negotiations had been conducted in haste and that perhaps a better peace settlement could have been achieved—with better protections for America’s South Vietnam ally—if there had been greater patience and care. What astonished me most was his bravery. As a young FSO at that time, he had articulated his concerns to Kissinger, that settling on final terms in four days, without adequate consultation with the government of South Vietnam, would lead to a very unfortunate outcome for that country.

That same year, I met Tony Lake, who in 1969 had become special assistant to Henry Kissinger. He expressed the sentiment that if the intent was to end the war from the time the secret negotiations commenced in the late 1960s, there was a moral imperative to do so earlier, so that more lives not be lost.

Lake went to Vietnam as a young FSO from 1963 to 1965, but then resigned from the Foreign Service in protest over the war. He later became national security advisor in the Clinton administration.

After these exchanges, I recognized that it is easier to surmise what factors may have resulted in a different outcome in hindsight. To me, the answers appeared to be just as elusive as the insurgents the United States and its Republic of Vietnam allies were trying to track down in the jungles of Southeast Asia. I am hopeful that as documents and sources become available from many countries, reassessment of the war and additional key lessons may come to light as historians continue to battle it out, hopefully with greater balance, objectivity and clarity than in previous decades.

From my father and his South Vietnamese contemporaries I learned that it is important to deeply understand the perspectives of both friends and adversaries.

A Healing Effort

Later, while I was serving on the faculty of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces teaching grand strategy and national security studies, military officers asked me about how I came to this country. This prompted me to search for some of the individuals who were there during the last days of the war, to share their lessons with the military and civilian students I had the honor of teaching.

I invited my “unsung heroes” to a luncheon ceremony in 2009 at the National Defense University, where then-PRM Assistant Secretary Eric Schwartz commended their humanitarian acts. It was a moving, healing reunion that also allowed a daughter to fulfill one of her father’s wishes: to find the brave young Americans who had saved us to express our gratitude and reconnect threads from the past—a Vietnamese cultural tradition. I told them that despite the controversies and outcome of the Vietnam War, nothing should diminish our memories of their heroic efforts to save lives.

From my father and his South Vietnamese contemporaries I learned that it is important to deeply understand the perspectives of both friends and adversaries, recognize early on when ineffective strategies and tactics are applied and make modifications with changing circumstances because it was a complex war. U.S. patience is also essential: it takes time for democracy to develop and deepen. South Vietnam had been confronting many challenges, trying to unify factions as a nascent, imperfect
and evolving democracy and a newly sovereign nation. Having cultural sensitivities and respect for our allies, as well as honoring commitments, is important for American leadership and credibility in the long term.

These lessons continue to resonate today in as much as questions pertaining to moral considerations in foreign policy and risk-mitigation in ending wars persist.

Diplomats are often at risk during conflicts, but especially so when wars are ending and new power brokers jockey into positions of authority. It is often during such transitions that the environment becomes most dangerous because military involvement has been withdrawn or ramped down significantly, while nation-building efforts must continue, requiring that American advisers, USAID workers and State Department staff remain on the ground.

The risks in Vietnam were compounded by the fact that there were presidential commitments to aid South Vietnam, as outlined in the Jan. 17, 1973, Nixon letter: “The freedom and independence of the Republic of Vietnam remains a paramount objective of American foreign policy,” and “The U.S. will react vigorously to violations to the agreement.” But, according to Admiral Elmo Zumwalt Jr., former chief of naval operations, they were never communicated to the U.S. Congress and the commitments were not honored. The Vietnam experience also demonstrated the importance of executive-legislative relations. It is challenging for democracies to continue protracted conflicts without support from lawmakers—clear communications and transparency are essential.

As film director Rory Kennedy emphasized during the Sundance launch of the documentary “Last Days in Vietnam” I attended last year, it is important to think carefully about a strategy for ending wars in a responsible manner and mitigate risks to those who helped America as well as innocent civilians caught in the crosshairs. Kennedy’s Oscar-nominated documentary covers the final hours’ efforts to save lives and the story of those left behind. As Colonel Stuart Herrington, who was on one of the last helicopters from the Embassy Saigon in 1975, notes, “Sometimes there’s an issue not of legal and illegal, but of right or wrong.”

Not everyone was saved though, including more than 400 evacuees left inside the U.S. embassy compound. When a number of my evacuation heroes have expressed sorrow for being unable to save more lives and for breaking promises because of orders from Washington to call off the evacuation prematurely, I asked them to think of me and focus on all the lives they did save and what it has meant for us.
Meeting my heroes has taught me there is always hope, even during the darkest hours of our lives.

President Barack Obama’s May 28, 2012, remarks at the Vietnam War Memorial underscored this notion of making peace with the past that resonated with my father and some of the 1975 evacuation heroes in attendance: “As any wound heals, the tissue around it becomes tougher, stronger than before. Five decades removed from a time of division among Americans, this anniversary can remind us of what we share as Americans. That includes honoring our Vietnam veterans by never forgetting the valuable lessons of that war.”

Meeting my heroes has taught me there is always hope, even during the darkest hours of our lives, and that we have to keep moving despite adversity. By saving me on that fateful day, they planted the seeds of strength and hope that helped me to achieve my dream of working for the State Department.

My hope is to someday represent America abroad as an ambassador. While I may not achieve this goal, I have learned from my unsung heroes that the journey and our life experiences are what enrich us, more than any destination. We must try even when the odds of success may not be high, like finding a way out of Saigon in April 1975. I want to do it for my 1975 evacuation heroes, to make their sacrifices even more meaningful.

While I am a product of a painful chapter in history, I am also a product of the greatness of America, with its diverse society, democratic ideals and opportunity for all. Only in America can a former refugee child become a senior adviser working for the same agency as do the Foreign Service officers who saved her. I am a living testament to the importance of humanitarianism, a core and enduring strength of diplomacy. It is the story of America, and the American dream restored.
Doing Social Work in Southeast Asia

Serving in Embassy Saigon’s consular section meant dealing with the social consequences—marriages, births, adoptions—of more than three million Americans coming through a country of 26 million.

BY LANGE SCHERMERHORN

During the decade between 1966 and 1975, more than three million Americans, each spending anywhere from a few months to several years, cycled through South Vietnam, a country of approximately 26 million people (the reunited country in 2014 has a combined population of an estimated 90 million). This massive influx had an enormous impact, some of it anticipated but most unforeseen.

I arrived in Saigon in March 1969 to join the embassy’s consular section, not long after President Richard Nixon announced that the United States would begin drawing down from the high-water mark of approximately 550,000 troops flanked by a sea of civilian contractors. A huge construction projects consortium (RMKBRJ—Raymond International, Morris/Knudsen of Idaho, Brown & Root of Texas and J. A. Jones of North Carolina) was busy building major infrastructure to support military operations.

The combat soldier (tooth) to military support personnel (tail) ratio has escalated in every successive war, reflecting the needs of increasingly sophisticated technology and expanding missions. In Vietnam a very large tail had more time and space for interaction with Vietnamese citizens.

Embassy Saigon had already become our largest post in the world, encompassing an enormous U.S. Agency for International Development mission and a Civil Organization and Revolutionary Development Support program. The job of CORDS was to “win hearts and minds.” The program was staffed, in part, by first- and second-tour Foreign Service officers.

South Vietnam was often referred to sardonically as the “Land of the Big PX.” U.S. government economists had determined that a large military post exchange offering every product imaginable (even fur coats and very expensive jewelry) would absorb much of the salaries and financial incentives paid to U.S. civilian personnel and contractors.

As an incentive to join what ultimately became a coalition of more than 30 countries (the most prominent being a large contingent of South Korean combat troops, but ranging down to a small military medical ambulance unit from Iran), access to the PX was offered to all coalition members. The unintended result was a booming black market for goods alongside the one for currency.

This large international presence also generated a great deal of business for the small consular section, which consisted of a consul general, a consul and three vice consuls. The embassy did not issue non-immigrant visas because Vietnamese citizens required exit permits, which were rarely granted for non-official purposes by a
beleaguered government that did not want its citizens voting with their feet.

Consequently, the consular section’s operations were limited to American Citizen Services, which primarily handled deaths and estates, the issuance of immigrant visas to war brides and the processing of adoptions; and performed notarial services.

Bureaucratic Adaptation (aka Social Engineering)

Reflecting its French colonial heritage, Vietnam’s justice system required registration in the district of residence and bearing of an identity document commonly referred to as the “Family Book.” American military personnel did not have passports, so the government accepted what GIs referred to as “the embassy’s permission to get married”—which was actually their own sworn affidavit attesting to their identity and civil status (if previously married), notarized by the consulate. The U.S. military required its personnel who wanted to marry to go through the whole procedure for both the Vietnamese exit visa and the U.S. immigrant visa before granting permission.

As one might imagine, this was a very time-consuming, arduous process involving a birth certificate, police clearances, a medical exam, etc. U.S. soldiers were on a one-year rotation, so many did not complete it. If they managed to gain military permission, they then had to start the formal application process, which required renewing much of the paperwork whose limited validity had expired.

If the couple did not get married in Vietnam, the fiancée as an intending immigrant was not eligible for a visitor’s (B-1/B-2) visa. However, there were no immigrant visa numbers available at this time in the category which applied to their cases. This Catch-22 situation in 1970 applied to 100 or so fiancées, and generated considerable congressional correspondence.

One day the head of the Consular Affairs Bureau’s Visa Office called from Washington, D.C., to order the issuance of a visitor’s visa to one of these cases, citing the interest of a very senior U.S. senator. The consul general responded that on the grounds of equity and fairness, the consulate would take that as an instruction to issue visitor’s visas to all of the fiancées in limbo. The Visa Office backed off the request, but that situation eventually led to the establishment of the “K” (fiancée) visa category. (In 1970 non-immigrant categories A–J existed; as of 2015, the list goes through V.)

Cultural Astigmatism

Westerners’ linear, legalistic approach to life’s problems was not in alignment with a culture where the highest value and importance was placed on family. The opportunity for “fraud,” as defined by consular visa regulations, was all too easy in a country where all one needed to obtain a birth certificate was finding two people who would attest that they knew who you and your parents were without any further corroboration.

This became a real headache in adoption cases. All children in Vietnamese orphanages were not necessarily orphans. The exigencies of a long war meant that children with one or even two parents living might be placed in the care of others temporarily. In some cases children may have been placed for adoption either unwittingly or because the surviving parent(s) hoped to ensure a better existence for at least one of many siblings.

One example highlights how one person’s “fraud” is another’s fulfillment of his or her responsibility to care for and nurture the extended family above all other considerations. A middle-aged U.S. contractor had satisfied all the requirements to obtain immigrant immediate relative visas for his Vietnamese wife and her 5- and 7-year-old daughters by her deceased former husband, a Vietnamese army officer. The momentous day for visa issuance arrived. The consular assistant pointed out a notation on the wife’s medical exam stating that “Applicant had a complete hysterectomy 10 years ago.” When confronted with this anomaly, the husband explained that the girls were his wife’s two orphaned nieces. As she considered herself now their mother, he had obtained birth certificates to that effect.

By some miracle, this happened during the only period in 16 months when two non-preference immigrant visas were available. This allowed the family to complete the process on slightly different terms and leave before the three exit visas expired.

Many Filipinos were hired by U.S. contracting firms. After several years of working in Vietnam, they would appear at the consular section with documentation certifying their service working for the U.S. government at the Subic Bay Naval Base near Manila for 13 or 14 years. That made them eligible for the special immigrant visa available to foreign national employees of the U.S. government. Although originally intended to reward only extraordinary service, over time it has come to be viewed as a benefit by all who complete the required 15 years of service.

Sadly, the Filipinos learned that their service with Pacific Architects and Engineers or other U.S. contractors did not satisfy the

Embassy Saigon had already become our largest post in the world.
15-year requirement. They had great difficulty in understanding why what looked to them exactly like U.S. government employment legally was not. Even though they were making more money in Vietnam, they felt they were letting down their extended families, who were counting on them to achieve legal residence in the United States and then seek immigrant visa status for their parents and siblings.

Looking Back

By October 1970, when I departed Vietnam, about 350,000 U.S. troops remained in the country. Embassy Saigon was busier than ever. And though I never again served in Asia, my involvement with Vietnam was not yet over. Here are three vignettes I recall vividly from my later Foreign Service career.

Washington, D.C., 1982: I attend the National War College, whose curriculum includes, for the first time since 1975, a two-week segment on Vietnam. The move came at the insistence of several faculty members who said it was past time for study of the war’s lessons. The NWC staff who had argued for further delay were proven right when the heated discussion destroyed the camaraderie carefully cultivated among the student body over the previous months.

Not the least of the surprises was the astonishment among military students when their State Department colleagues noted that between 1966 and 1975, a higher percentage of Foreign Service officers than military officers served in South Vietnam. (Admittedly, large troop deployments were also garrisoning in Germany, Italy and South Korea, among other overseas duty stations.)

Brussels, 1995: The U.S. ambassador to Belgium, where I was serving, receives a group of five new Marine security guards, one of whom is clearly of Vietnamese origin. In the ensuing chat, the Marine reveals that as a 6-month-old child, he had arrived in the United States with his refugee parents, who fled via boat after the fall of Saigon. With heartfelt emotion he exclaims, “I am very proud to be a U.S. Marine.”

Quantico, Virginia, 2010: I hear a retired general assert that we talk about lessons learned, but they are only lessons observed. They do not become lessons learned until we apply them.
Counterinsurgency in Vietnam: Lessons for Today

Forty years later, the experience still offers valuable insights for effective expeditionary diplomacy.

BY RUFUS PHILLIPS

There are lessons to be learned from our counterinsurgency efforts in Vietnam that remain relevant today.

Chief among them is this: although our understanding and steadfast support can make a significant difference, ultimate success depends on the people we are assisting. Likewise, our insufficient and often mistaken grasp of the insurgent enemy and the cultural and political context of the involved country and its people can greatly contribute to failure. These precepts sound simple, but they are often overlooked because we are so focused on ourselves.

Another lesson is that counterinsurgency works when politics and development are as much a focus as security. For lasting effect, counterinsurgency cannot be divorced from political reform and progress from the top down, as well as from the community level up, of the country we are helping. The active support of a majority of the country’s population for its government is critical. Countering insurgencies by establishing security through military and police operations is a necessary precondition for political progress, but only indigenous governments that become responsive to their own people can ensure that security endures.

Counterinsurgency in Vietnam went through various phases in terms of what it meant, how it was carried out and how the United States helped or hindered. Understanding the lessons that experience holds for today requires some history.

Early Efforts

Counterinsurgency actually began in Vietnam during the Indochina War (1946-1954) and was known as “pacification.” The French created military-civilian teams (called équipes mobiles), which performed civil functions in conjunction with military operations aimed at establishing French control over areas dominated by the communist Viet Minh. Such efforts were fatally undermined, however, by French unwillingness to give...
The United States did not support the Diem government’s effort to reach the rural population by sending civilian civic action teams into the villages until it was too late.

the noncommunist Vietnamese real independence—the prime political cause motivating all Vietnamese.

In the 1954-1955 post-Geneva Accords era, Ngo Dinh Diem emerged as the person who finally achieved complete independence, overthrowing Emperor Bao Dai and establishing the Republic of Vietnam. This gained him widespread support. Underpinning that was a reformed and motivated South Vietnamese army with a positive set of civic action-oriented attitudes toward the civilian population. This ethos earned popular support while defeating sectarian insurgencies, and began to wean villagers’ allegiance away from the Viet Minh. The approach owed much to Edward G. Lansdale’s advice, based on his involvement in Ramon Magsaysay’s successful campaign against the communist Huks in the Philippines and election as president with an overwhelming popular mandate.

Once firmly in power, however, Diem made political errors that were compounded by U.S. mistakes. Most prominent was our decision to take the Vietnamese Army entirely out of the internal security role it had played and convert it into a conventional regular army—trained, organized into corps and divisions, and equipped to confront an overt North Vietnamese invasion (which would not occur for another 20 years).

Despite clear evidence that the North intended to revive its earlier rural-based insurgency, a poorly trained, inadequately equipped Civil Guard took over rural security, supported under the U.S. aid program by a Michigan State University contract team consisting mainly of retired U.S. police officials as advisers. The United States did not support the Diem government’s effort to reach the rural population by sending civilian civic action teams into the villages until it was too late.

1961-1963: The Kennedy Era and Rural Affairs

In 1961, when faced with possible South Vietnamese collapse caused by a revived Hanoi-directed insurgency, the John F. Kennedy administration decided to take a stand in Vietnam against further communist expansion in Asia. The watchword was counterinsurgency, but at higher official levels the mission was understood more as a traditional military combat approach with an overlay of Special Forces than as an effort to address the security, political and economic sides of the conflict where it mattered most—at the village level. American military advisers were inserted at all Vietnamese army levels down to the provinces. Initial CIA efforts supported irregular defense forces among the mountain tribes (e.g., the Montagnards) and other home-grown sources of popular resistance to the Viet Cong.

In 1962, following an onsite study of how to get USAID involved in counterinsurgency, the Saigon aid mission was reorganized, with a new special office called Rural Affairs that assigned representatives to each province. (At the time, only...
three of the aid mission’s American staff of 110 were posted outside of Saigon. The study found that the Vietnamese were implementing their own counterinsurgency approach, the Strategic Hamlet Program—at heart a self-defense, self-government effort focused on the smallest rural settlement, the hamlet. After initial progress, however, the program was stalling; the overly centralized Vietnamese bureaucracy was a significant impediment. Also, the population relocation focus the program started with (based on the British Malaya experience) was ill-suited for Vietnam, where the insurgency was not primarily defined along ethnic lines.

The United States injected the local currency equivalent of $10 million into the hamlet program. Joint Vietnamese-American committees, consisting of the province chief, the Rural Affairs civilian representative and the U.S. Military Assistance Command Vietnam military adviser, made spending decisions at the provincial level on a consensus basis. The aid supported various self-defense and self-development programs, ranging from hamlet physical improvements, elections and training for elected officials to hamlet defense militia. Though the USAID provincial representatives had minimum assignments of two years, U.S. military advisers were limited to one-year tours with no extensions, which handicapped their effectiveness.

Hamlet elections encouraged political participation, while

In 1962 the Saigon aid mission was reorganized, with a new special office called Rural Affairs that assigned representatives to each province.
The self-help projects—carried out with government-provided materials but using local labor—brought visible physical improvements. Accelerated agricultural and livestock development programs improved farm incomes, often for the poorest villagers. In fact, for the first time since the insurgency began seriously in 1959, South Vietnam produced a rice surplus for export in 1963.

Rural Affairs also had the flexibility to fund and provide advisers for a surrender program called Chieu Hoi. This program filled a gap in the initial counterinsurgency approach and began attracting defections from the insurgency. Notable among the Rural Affairs provincial representatives were two Foreign Service officers on their first overseas assignment, Richard Holbrooke and Vladimir Lehovich. They were the expeditionary diplomats of that time and the precursors of much greater State civilian involvement in what was to become the Civil Operations and

The U.S.-supported coup against President Diem on Nov. 1, 1963, brought progress to a crashing halt.
Revolutionary Development Support program, or CORDS.

While U.S. provincial military advisers strongly supported the local self-development and self-defense program, at upper echelons MACV focused on conventional warfare. The Vietnamese army was advised to undertake large unit sweeps, which often turned up empty-handed as Viet Cong units melted away. This mistake was compounded by the overuse of airpower to attack villages and by blind artillery fire into predetermined areas thought to harbor Viet Cong.

With the exception of one province, where a Vietnamese army regiment was permanently stationed and provided back-up support for the hamlet program, the war was being fought on two different levels. One was local, through the hamlet program aimed at protecting and winning over the civilian population. At most regular Vietnamese army unit levels, however, the main objective was to win the war by killing Viet Cong (with insufficient concern about the adverse effects of such tactics on the civilian population).

1964-1966: Mistakes, Confusion and Decline

The U.S.-supported coup against President Diem on Nov. 1, 1963, brought progress to a crashing halt. The generals leading the coup were initially opposed to continuing the hamlet program. At the same time, almost all province chiefs, good and bad, were replaced; and most paramilitary units providing outside-the-hamlet security were disbanded. Meanwhile, the Viet Cong had already begun a concerted campaign to destroy the hamlet system, particularly in the Mekong Delta, where it was overextended and most vulnerable.

When the junta finally agreed to continue the hamlet effort under a different name, another coup occurred, encouraged by American impatience because the generals were slow to get organized. Now that one person—the new coup leader, General Nguyen Khanh—seemed to be in charge, U.S. officials believed that the war would suddenly be prosecuted with renewed focus and energy.

Instead, Khanh’s attempts at one-man-rule backfired; political chaos ensued, and military cohesion declined. The absence of an acceptable Vietnamese political way forward undermined everything else, not the least the effort to counter the insurgency. Compounding the confusion, a new USAID mission director decided that much of the Rural Affairs program was wrong. He abolished the joint provincial committees and returned decision-making to Saigon. Just when direct funding of counterinsurgency at the provincial level was most needed, it was largely cut off by our own actions.

Chaos continued into 1965, when President Lyndon B. Johnson sent in U.S. combat troops to counter the insertion of regular North Vietnamese units that threatened to divide the country in half. The character of the conflict changed when responsibility for winning was taken over by the United States. We were going to win the war militarily, then give the country back to the Vietnamese. There was a refocus on counterinsurgency after Henry Cabot Lodge returned as ambassador in mid-1965, but it received mainly lip service from General William Westmoreland, the MACV commander. Lodge brought out Ed Lansdale to coordinate counterinsurgency; but lacking Lodge’s strong backing, he was undermined by the various U.S. civilian agencies and MACV.

Each agency ran its own counterinsurgency program until the end of 1966, when a combined civilian effort was attempted.
CORDS representative Mike Benge at the 1967 opening of a Montagnard handicrafts center he helped create. Captured during the 1968 Tet Offensive, he managed to survive until released in 1973. He received Prisoner of War and Purple Heart medals from USAID in 2013.
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In late 1967, for the first time, American support for Vietnamese counterinsurgency became a fully integrated military and civilian effort.

Called the Office of Civil Operations and directed by Deputy Ambassador William Porter, it too failed. Finally, after a pitched interagency battle in Washington in which President Johnson’s special assistant for Vietnam, Robert Komer, prevailed, U.S. counterinsurgency was put directly under MACV.

1967-1973: CORDS

In late 1967, for the first time, American support for Vietnamese counterinsurgency became a fully integrated military and civilian effort. Komer was sent to Saigon to head the new Office of Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development Support, created as a separate MACV command whose civilian chief was answerable directly to General Westmoreland. As the Vietnamese government under Prime Minister Nguyen Cao Ky and then President Nguyen Van Thieu consolidated itself, it was reorganized to give prime importance and support to counterinsurgency. This provided a Vietnamese counterpart for CORDS.

Ironically, the 1968 Viet Cong Tet Offensive, which undermined American public support for the war, opened the way for CORDS-supported counterinsurgency success. Generally regarded in the United States as a victory for the North, the offensive was actually a spectacular setback in the insurgents’ ability to continue controlling the Vietnamese countryside. They lost most of their best political cadre and fighting units in Tet and several subsequent smaller campaigns called “mini-Tet,” and significant segments of the population mobilized against them. The nature of American military leadership also changed with the June 1968 replacement of General Westmoreland by General Creighton Abrams, who strongly supported counterinsurgency.

The CORDS civil-military advisory effort extended all the way down to the district level in the provinces. Integrated CORDS advisory missions, involving USAID, MACV, Joint United States Public Affairs Office (United States Information Service) and CIA officials, were stationed at regional (corps) and provincial levels, with smaller advisory teams at the district level. The four regional offices were commanded by senior military personnel, with one exception: John Paul Vann, a USAID civilian employee (and former military officer). At provincial levels, depending on security conditions, CORDS was headed by a civilian or a military officer. By 1969, the American advisory force in CORDS had grown to a total of about 7,500—consisting of 1,100 civilian and 6,400 military advisers. Of the latter, about 5,800 served in the field and the remainder in Saigon and regional offices.

Although Bob Komer had performed splendidly in organizing CORDS and getting it started in late 1967, his bombastic manner alienated the Vietnamese and angered Gen. Abrams. He was replaced in early 1969 by his deputy, William Colby, who knew how to work with the Vietnamese and ran CORDS in a very open, low-key but effective manner. Backed by Ambassador Ellsworth...
Bunker, Colby dealt directly with host-government officials at all levels, from Pres. Thieu on down, on counterinsurgency matters. This helped avoid misunderstandings and improved implementation. He was able to bring trusted and independent information and political judgment to bear at higher command levels, where it counted. No such across-the-board access had existed since the original Rural Affairs operation in 1962-1963.

In 1969 CORDS began supporting a series of nationwide counterinsurgency plans in what was called an "Accelerated Pacification Campaign." Province-by-province plans prepared with Vietnamese participation called for the gradual extension of control outward from hamlets already supporting the government into areas under Viet Cong influence, while postponing contesting areas under complete Viet Cong dominance. A Vietnamese government decision to treat local security force service as a substitute for the regular military draft encouraged a rapid increase in local defense forces. Counterinsurgency effectiveness was further enhanced by the extension of more local self-government (e.g., elections for village chiefs and councils and for provincial councils).

Equipped with its own funds, CORDS injected supplementary funding at the local level, adding to the larger volume of funds flowing through Vietnamese government channels on a decentralized basis. Rural development programs launched by Rural Affairs were accelerated, and new ones were added. Despite the Thieu government’s drawbacks—too much corruption and a lack of openness and political legitimacy—counterinsurgency was strongly backed from the top. Such government actions as fully implementing land reform had a beneficial political effect, particularly in the Delta.

CORDS also supported an intelligence and armed action program directed at the local Viet Cong infrastructure. Originated by the South Vietnamese, it became known as “Phoenix.” Armed provincial teams conducted raids against the local insurgency to remove its members from the battlefield by capture, if possible. CORDS advisory instructions clearly emphasized capture, to gain intelligence. While excesses did occur, the program acquired a bad reputation in the United States based largely on unsubstantiated congressional testimony.

As CORDS grew, its American advisory personnel were becoming better prepared.

Left to right, Dick Holbrooke, Bob Komer (head of CORDS), Dick’s brother, Andy, then in the Army, and Vlad Lehovich, in Nha Trang in 1967.
North Vietnamese comments after the war would give considerable credit to Phoenix for obliging local Viet Cong political and military cadre to move to neighboring Cambodia.

As CORDS grew, its American advisory personnel were becoming better prepared. A counterinsurgency training center, originally set up in 1964 in Hawaii by USAID, was moved to Washington to train CORDS advisers. Between 1968 and 1973, the Vietnam Training Center turned out 1,845 mostly civilian advisers from State, USAID and the CIA, of which about 250 became Vietnamese speakers. Instruction consisted of a mandatory 10 weeks in the role of an adviser, counterinsurgency concepts, development programs and familiarity with Vietnamese culture, history and language. Some trainees continued with intensive language for up to a year. Center graduates added significantly to CORDS success.

By 1972, counterinsurgency had succeeded in pacifying most of South Vietnam with the indispensable and strong support of CORDS. At the time, the CORDS program did not get the recognition it deserved. After the 1973 Paris Peace Accords, instead of a measured transition to full South Vietnamese control, CORDS support was precipitously withdrawn.

Two years later, when, in the absence of U.S. logistical or air support, South Vietnam collapsed in the face of an all-out conventional invasion by the entire North Vietnamese Army, the CORDS story was buried in the rubble—not to be revived until after 9/11.

Conclusions

Lessons learned from the overall experience, involving both sides of the U.S.-Vietnamese relationship, apply to many fragile countries currently under internal extremist threat.

Some have concluded from CORDS that complete U.S. unity of command is necessary for counterinsurgency assistance to be effective. However, at the probably less-intense scale of continuing U.S. involvement in an advisory capacity to fragile states dealing with incipient and existing insurgencies, what is most essential is civilian-military unity of strategy and effort. This can be achieved if both the civilian and military sides are equally geared up to work together, which puts a premium on skilled civilian participation from the State Department.

Effective service of this kind requires personal capability and specialized training including language, as well as being able to operate more freely in dangerous environments than present security rules allow. This is a large part of why State needs to create a relatively small group of highly trained expeditionary diplomats.

After the 1973 Paris Peace Accords, instead of a measured transition to full South Vietnamese control, CORDS support was precipitously withdrawn.

They would not only help U.S. mission chiefs manage the political and development sides of stabilization efforts in vulnerable states, but coordinate our counterinsurgency advisory efforts, as well. The continuing contest with extremists over the political and security stability of such states requires a longer-term and more focused approach.

In this context, some useful lessons can be drawn from the Vietnam counterinsurgency experience:

- Counterinsurgency cannot succeed without a political strategy which leads to the host country’s government gaining the strong support of its own people. This support is critical to long-term stability and cannot be imposed from the top down, but must be earned by deeds that are basically democratic in nature.
- Security is essential for political stability; but without political progress, security will not endure. For the United States, carrying out an effective political strategy with skilled civilian advisory assistance, as well as wise, effective military advice, can be critical.
- Protection of the population (as stressed in the current U.S. armed forces counterinsurgency manual) and winning its support is necessary for success. Although only indigenous governments can ultimately win this kind of struggle, well-informed and wise U.S. support and advice can be essential.
- Success in providing effective help for host-government counterinsurgency is proportional to the amount of mental effort devoted by us to understanding the nature of the country, the aspirations of its people and the insurgent enemy.
- A completely integrated U.S. civilian-military advisory effort is ideal. However, in the current and probable future circumstances of less massive U.S. interventions, our counterinsurgency support needs to be a collegial venture marked by close interagency cooperation with a combined political, military and development focus. There also needs to be an effective organizational focus on the host government side.
In dealing with incipient and existing insurgencies, what is most essential is civilian-military unity of strategy and effort.

- The CORDS effort succeeded to the extent it did not because of its size (which at times was an encumbrance) but because of its most dedicated and knowledgeable participants. Skilled individuals count much more than numbers.
- To be effective, counterinsurgency has to be built by the host government and citizens from the community level up, while simultaneously strongly supported from the top down.

This often runs up against overcentralized authority and control.
- Attitudes of respect for the civilian population and a genuine devotion to their well-being on the part of indigenous government military and civilian officials at all levels are extremely important. The United States needs to play a strong role in insisting on this approach as part of our assistance.
- Most U.S civilian and military advisers involved in counterinsurgency and stability assistance, to be fully effective in the host country, need specialized training, language capability and longer than conventional periods of assignment. Our support is not likely to be successful unless we have some advisers out in the field, despite the security risks involved.

Finally, intertwined as it is with political progress in enlisting the willing support of the population, counterinsurgency is a long-term process requiring dedication, patience and persistence. After all, we are talking about changing people’s minds.
Now known for its dynamic economy, Vietnam has slowly but surely taken its place among the nations of the world.

By Murray Hiebert

Over the last four decades, Vietnam has morphed from the site of a bloody, protracted war into a country known for its dynamic economy, increasingly cooperative ties with the United States, and front-line status in the dispute with Beijing over the strategically critical South China Sea. During a visit to Vietnam in late 2013, Secretary of State John Kerry said that no two countries “have worked harder, done more and done better to try to bring themselves together and change history and change the future.”

Vietnam’s roughly 92 million people live on a long, narrow strip of land with a 2,000-mile coast along the South China Sea, at the crossroads between Northeast Asia and mainland Southeast Asia. After Hanoi’s communist troops defeated the U.S.-backed southern forces in 1975 and introduced hard-line socialist policies, the country’s economy went into a tailspin. Vietnam’s ouster of the brutal Khmer Rouge regime in neighboring Cambodia in 1979 triggered an invasion by China, raised tensions with neighboring countries and deepened its international isolation, including from the United States.

With its economy in shambles, the ruling Communist Party in 1986 courted foreign investors and freed farmers from socialist cooperatives. It also pledged to withdraw its troops from Cambodia and step up its efforts to account for U.S. servicemen missing in Vietnam from the war. In 1994, President Bill Clinton lifted the U.S. trade embargo against Vietnam and normalized diplomatic relations in 1995. That same year, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, established at the height of the Cold War to block the spread of communism, welcomed Vietnam as a member in its regional economic and political grouping.

The Virtue of Trade

Freed from collectives, Vietnam’s farmers turned the country from a rice importer into one of the world’s top rice exporters. The country’s economy has grown an average of about 6 percent a year since 2000, boosting its per capita income to just under $2,000 a year by 2013. An October 2014 Pew Research Center poll found that a whopping 95 percent of Vietnamese are enthusiastic about the free market, compared to only 70 percent of Americans.

Bilateral trade with the United States soared from under $3 billion in 2001, when the two countries signed a bilateral trade agreement, to $35 billion last year. Today both countries are part of the 12-nation Trans-Pacific Partnership negotiations that, once completed, are expected to give bilateral economic relations an extra shot of adrenaline.
U.S. investment in Vietnam reached $1.1 billion in 2012 (the last year for which statistics are available), with an Intel Corp. wafer testing facility being the largest single investment by an American firm. Vietnam’s electronics exports have soared, and its economy has been more deeply integrated into the global electronics supply chain in recent years since South Korea’s Samsung Electronics Co. set up a $2 billion mobile phone assembly plant in Vietnam and has announced plans for a second one.

Despite the country’s relative economic success, its domestic economy is still being held back by slow progress in reforming inefficient, socialist-style, state-owned enterprises that siphon off critical credit and resources from the more dynamic private sector. Cleaning up the high percentage of nonperforming loans in the banking system is also a painfully slow process.

The World Bank’s “Ease of Doing Business 2014” report ranked Vietnam 99th out of 189 nations—behind neighbors like Thailand, but ahead of others like Indonesia. U.S. companies cite a number of problems holding them back in Vietnam, ranging from an overextended infrastructure to corruption. Transparency International last year ranked Vietnam 119th out of 175 countries. A related challenge is an inefficient bureaucracy that frequently changes government regulations.

Vietnam’s economic reformers hope that ratification of the high-standard TPP agreement, perhaps later this year, will help jumpstart reform in a number of areas by leveling the playing field between the private and state-owned sectors. U.S. companies anticipate that it will open a number of relatively closed sectors in Vietnam, including services. To facilitate Vietnam’s accession to the TPP, the U.S. Agency for International Development has invested in a program to promote competitiveness, boost accountability and support biodiversity through customs reforms.

Forging Closer Ties

Political and security ties between Vietnam and the United States have come a long way since the two countries normalized relations two decades ago. In 2000, Bill Clinton became the first U.S. president to visit Vietnam since the end of the war. Since then, Hanoi and Washington have stepped up high-level political, security and defense dialogues to tackle a raft of outstanding issues. Over the past few years, Vietnam has emerged as an increasingly important U.S. security partner in the region, as the two countries cooperate bilaterally and in multilateral forums.

Hanoi has made great strides in accounting for the nearly 2,000 U.S. military personnel missing at the end of the war. Washington has also started assistance programs aimed at environmental remediation and health support for areas and people affected by dioxin contamination from its use of Agent Orange. Hanoi would also like American help as it searches for its own roughly 200,000 servicemen missing from the war, and assistance in the removal of unexploded ordnance still in the ground in areas of heavy fighting.

Human rights issues continue to pose an obstacle to closer relations. In general, freedom of expression and religion has improved significantly since the early days of the country’s reunification. The government does not, however, tolerate activities that it sees as a threat to the Communist Party’s grip on power and regularly rounds up bloggers, activists and dissidents. U.S. officials estimate that Vietnam is holding about 125 political detainees.

The two governments hold regular and frank discussions on these issues, but have not allowed them to derail economic and strategic ties. More detentions may come in the run-up to the ruling party’s next congress, slated for January 2016, at which many top leaders will be required to retire. Managing relations with China is another topic that will elicit wide-ranging comment among the country’s active (and nationalist) blogger community.

During his July 2013 visit to Washington, D.C., President Truong Tan Sang and President Barack Obama launched plans for a comprehensive partnership between the two countries. The agreement spelled out nine areas of cooperation ranging from political and economic ties to security relations, human rights and cooperation on tackling environmental issues.

Over the past decade, the two countries have taken the first steps to boost military-to-military relations. They have regular bilateral defense talks that explore issues such as military medicine, environmental security, demining, search and rescue, and peacekeeping. In recent years, the two sides have also discussed more active defense cooperation.

Last October, Washington agreed to partially lift its ban on arms sales to Vietnam, which has been in force since the end of the war and has been maintained due to human rights concerns.
The move allows Hanoi to purchase radar and Coast Guard vessels to enforce its marine territory, but it still wants Washington to lift the ban entirely.

**Dealing with China**

Part of this warming of security ties has undoubtedly been driven by tensions in the economically strategic South China Sea, where Beijing, Vietnam’s northern neighbor and longtime communist ally, has pressed its so-called “Nine-Dash Line” claim. In particular, China has occasionally cut the seismic cable of Vietnamese oil exploration vessels and arrested Vietnamese fishermen around the Paracel Islands, which are claimed by Vietnam but have been controlled by China since the 1970s.

Tensions escalated in May 2014 when China moved a deep-water oil rig, accompanied by several naval vessels and scores of other ships, into water off the Paracel Islands to explore for oil. In a standoff over the next two months, the two countries harassed each other’s ships, ramming them and firing water cannons. In mid-July, at the height of typhoon season and just before a meeting of the ASEAN Regional Forum, a regional security dialogue in which China and the United States participate, Beijing withdrew the rig, declaring it had completed its exploration activities.

Despite tensions between Hanoi and Beijing, China is by far Vietnam’s largest trading partner and a major investor. China provides electricity to northern Vietnam and supplies many of the inputs for two of its largest exports, garments and rice.

Vietnam appreciates the U.S. approach, which calls for all parties to the South China Sea dispute to manage their differences peacefully and in accordance with international law, while remaining neutral on questions of territorial sovereignty over the sea’s land features. However, Hanoi has moved cautiously in expanding its naval cooperation and military ties with the United States, both over concern about irritating China and lingering resentment of the United States among some senior generals.

Hanoi’s relations have warmed dramatically with its Southeast Asian neighbors, even though ASEAN once pressured Vietnam to withdraw its forces from Cambodia. Today, Vietnam is one of the most active members of the 10-nation grouping and uses the ASEAN Regional Forum and East Asia Summit as vehicles to challenge China’s actions in the South China Sea.

Working together, Vietnam and the United States were a driving force in the 2010 establishment of the ASEAN Defense Ministers Meeting Plus, an 18-nation security forum whose members include Australia, China, India and Japan, where senior defense officials discuss regional security challenges.

**Despite tensions between Hanoi and Beijing, China is by far Vietnam’s largest trading partner and a major investor.**

**Grassroots Efforts Bear Fruit**

People-to-people engagement between Vietnam and the United States has been at the forefront of efforts to boost bilateral relations. Over the past two decades, Vietnamese students have become the largest contingent of Southeast Asians studying in the United States. Today there are 16,000 Vietnamese studying in U.S. colleges, some supported by U.S. government programs but most by their families. A key factor driving these numbers is the low quality of university education in Vietnam. It also does not hurt that the United States is viewed favorably by 76 percent of Vietnamese, according to a July 2014 Pew Research Center survey.

Washington and Hanoi are cooperating in efforts to open a private, nonprofit Fulbright University in Vietnam. Congress has approved nearly $18 million of the $70 million needed to establish the university, and organizers are now looking for funding from U.S. and Vietnamese companies. The organizers are seeking approval to name an independent board of governors and a guarantee that it will be granted independence in choosing its teachers and curriculum.

The two countries are also increasing joint efforts to address Vietnam’s environmental challenges resulting from population growth, industrialization and the impact of climate change. The Mekong Delta in southern Vietnam is threatened by the construction of hydropower dams along the Mekong River by China and Laos, Vietnam’s neighbor to the west. The dams disrupt the flow of fish, reduce the arrival of silt and cut the flow of water, resulting in rising salinity in the low-lying Delta. During his 2013 visit, Sec. Kerry announced a $17 million aid program to help communities in the Delta deal with environmental degradation and adapt to climate change.

Hanoi and Washington are also actively pursuing a possible visit to Vietnam by President Barack Obama this November, when he will be in nearby Malaysia and the Philippines for two regional summits. Whether the visit takes place will likely depend on progress in such areas as human rights in Vietnam, the prospects for increased trade and investment under the TPP agreement and closer military ties between the two countries.
Return to Vietnam: Observations in 2015

Forty-five years after serving there, one veteran FSO encounters the new Vietnam.

BY PARKER W. BORG

The dry season’s dusty, smoky haze; the blend of cooking smells with more putrid street odors; the seeming indifference about trash; the friendly faces becoming even more so when we identified ourselves as Americans; the apparent joy in trying to speak English; the preference for dollars (currently $1 is worth 21,000 dong); and the constant noise from honking horns, cackling voices and background music (in restaurants and bars, American pop hits of the 1960s like “Yesterday” and “Like a Rolling Stone” were common) were all familiar. In so many ways, it seemed little had changed since I left Vietnam 45 years ago; but I quickly realized these superficial similarities were only a small part of the story.

I had returned to Saigon (now Ho Chi Minh City) in 1999, but this was my first visit to the towns of central Vietnam—Quinhon, Pleiku, Kontum and Nha Trang, where I’d lived and worked from 1968 to 1970 and again in 1973. This January trip would be a chance to show my wife, Anna, my old haunts for the first time.

Ho Chi Minh City has become the city Saigon always wanted to be. Free of barbed wire and signs of strife, its broad avenues (frequently renamed for political correctness) were still clogged with traffic, but now they were lined with freshly painted buildings and elegant shopping malls, small shops and more than a few skyscrapers. Vietnamese entrepreneurs seemed to be continuously transforming the economy. One could buy just...
about anything. Some members of our group concluded that the South had clearly prevailed in the postwar period—capitalism had trumped communism. But the story was much more complicated, of course.

We were seeing Vietnam as it appeared in 2015, not what it had gone through in the decades after 1975. In addition to its reeducation programs, the North had established a Stalinist system of political control, implemented land reform, seized private enterprises and even expropriated houses. By the 1980s, rice-producing areas were threatened with famine, the economy was collapsing and inflation had tripled. In 1986, following the lead of Deng Xiaoping in China, the Vietnamese government began to open its economy to market forces. The changes were gradual, but ownership of land, enterprises and homes was eventually privatized. Often properties were returned to their original owners, although there were more than a few stories about socialist cronyism.

We were seeing the new Vietnam, a more entrepreneurial Vietnam, yes. Small shops lined the roads into and out of every settlement. But often the structures were shabby, even though they were of relatively recent origin. A very successful businessman (or somebody with a foreign source of income) might put up a narrow, one-lot-wide, six-story, brightly painted edifice, particularly in a bigger town, but most buildings were dingy and only one or two floors tall. The newer structures were mostly official: government offices, schools, hospitals and military camps. The military presence seemed to be everywhere: on former South Vietnamese and American bases and the old district headquarters, all freshly painted ochre, three or four stories high with red-tiled roofs and surrounded by walled compounds. The war was over. Who was the enemy that required such a strong military presence? Likewise, similar communist party offices were part of each district. What were all these party groups meeting to decide? Nothing seemed overt, but a strong political-military presence was evident everywhere.

Sprawl is an easy word to define modern urban life in Vietnam. This increasingly urbanized country now has about 92 million people, twice the number its two halves had in 1975. Of course, old Saigon sprawls, but so does every other urban area, making them virtually unrecognizable to a visitor from the past. At least the old capital had its landmarks; the cities and towns we visited in central Vietnam often did not. Not only had old buildings given way to new, but the urban centers had shifted and been extended for miles in every direction. The old town centers were hard to find.

Heading out of Pleiku and Kontum into areas tradition-
ally inhabited by Montagnards revealed another important difference. All the Montagnards had been settled with size-designated plots of land. Slash-and-burn agriculture had been forbidden. This opened vast tracks of land for Vietnamese settlement, mostly by northerners sent south as pioneers to make productive the newly acquired fields with rice, coffee, cinnamon and other spices. We visited officially sanctioned Jarai, Bahnar and Lac villages. Life goes on in them, but it was clearly a different life from the past, one that required regular interaction with the new Vietnamese majority everywhere. No threat of an insurgency here.

Another omnipresent part of life in the south were the posters and banners noting commemorative events and celebrating life in the socialist republic: flags along the streets (a single yellow star in a red field for the government and a yellow hammer and sickle in a similar red field for the party); banners across streets at regular intervals (also predominantly red with yellow lettering); and many billboards noting that 2015 would be the 85th anniversary of the founding of the Communist Party of Vietnam, the 125th anniversary of the birth of Ho Chi Minh, the 70th anniversary of the revolution and National Day (the proclamation of independence by Ho Chi Minh in Hanoi at the end of World War II). On the lower left is a much smaller reference to the 40th anniversary of unification: the image of a tank, entering the gates of the former Independence Palace.
the 70th anniversary of Vietnam’s independence and the 40th anniversary of reunification with the South. In other places, we saw the leftover billboards from the commemorative events of 2014. Private advertising along the sides of the roads or in towns, however, was non-existent. Entrepreneurs seemed able to publicize their activities in the press, with handouts or on TV, but not with billboards.

While monuments commemorated northern victories, they were all victories against the Americans. We saw no references to the role of southerners in the struggle, except occasionally as puppets of the Americans. The southern dead did not seem to be memorialized with any of their own monuments or cemeteries. Those southerners who fled after 1975 did so for economic reasons. Hanoi had fought and repelled the Americans.

What does one make of the new Vietnam? A very wise Vietnamese explained that his generation had all gone through “re-education” if they had not been believers. The next generation picked up the message about the Vietnamese victory over the Americans in school. Some believed it; others were skeptical.

He said the really interesting groups are the people under the age of about 35. They are cynical about what they learned in school from professors who couldn’t answer questions about history and gave rote answers to their inquiries. They are, however, sufficiently connected to the outside world with cell phones and social media that this matters little. They don’t care about history and politics. They want to be connected with their peers in the rest of the world, making money.

This is the new Vietnam.
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<td>250</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.executivehousing.com">www.executivehousing.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gordon James Realty</td>
<td>(202) 686-6097</td>
<td><a href="mailto:contact@gordonjamesrealty.com">contact@gordonjamesrealty.com</a></td>
<td>DC, VA</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.gordonjamesrealty.com">www.gordonjamesrealty.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maedwell Residential</td>
<td>(202) 588-7493</td>
<td><a href="mailto:info@maedwellresidential.com">info@maedwellresidential.com</a></td>
<td>DC, MD, VA</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.maedwell.com">www.maedwell.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McEnearney Property Management</td>
<td>(703) 790-8090</td>
<td><a href="mailto:pm@mcenearney.com">pm@mcenearney.com</a></td>
<td>DC, MD, VA</td>
<td>550+</td>
<td>31+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.mcenearney.com">www.mcenearney.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGrath Real Estate Services, Inc.</td>
<td>(703) 700-2264</td>
<td><a href="mailto:leasing@mccrathrealestate.com">leasing@mccrathrealestate.com</a></td>
<td>VA</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.mccrathrealestate.com">www.mccrathrealestate.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Meyerson Group</td>
<td>(301) 657-3210</td>
<td><a href="mailto:themeyersongroup@aol.com">themeyersongroup@aol.com</a></td>
<td>DC, MD</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>theme@<a href="mailto:themeyersongroup@aol.com">themeyersongroup@aol.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peake Management, Inc.</td>
<td>(703) 891-5308</td>
<td><a href="mailto:info@peakeinc.com">info@peakeinc.com</a></td>
<td>VA</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>32+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.peakeinc.com">www.peakeinc.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROMAX Management, Inc.</td>
<td>(703) 642-5683</td>
<td><a href="mailto:info@promaxrealtors.com">info@promaxrealtors.com</a></td>
<td>VA</td>
<td>650+</td>
<td>26+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.promaxrealtors.com">www.promaxrealtors.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property Specialists, Inc.</td>
<td>(703) 247-3350</td>
<td><a href="mailto:john@propertyspecialistsinc.com">john@propertyspecialistsinc.com</a></td>
<td>DC, MD, VA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.propertyspecialistsinc.com">www.propertyspecialistsinc.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Property Management, Washington, DC</td>
<td>(202) 813-9893</td>
<td><a href="mailto:info@rpmwashingtondc.com">info@rpmwashingtondc.com</a></td>
<td>DC, MD, VA</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.rpmwashingtondc.com">www.rpmwashingtondc.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Management Services</td>
<td>(240) 383-3151</td>
<td><a href="mailto:wmsdc@wmsdc.com">wmsdc@wmsdc.com</a></td>
<td>DC, MD, VA</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.wmsdc.com">www.wmsdc.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WJD Management</td>
<td>(703) 385-3600</td>
<td><a href="mailto:david@wjdpm.com">david@wjdpm.com</a></td>
<td>VA</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>30+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.wjdpm.com">www.wjdpm.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2014 SURVEY

AFSA Listens to Its Members

BY JANET HEDRICK, DIRECTOR OF MEMBER SERVICES

In 2014, AFSA conducted an extensive survey of members’ interests, priorities and degree of engagement with the association. We were extremely pleased with the response: nearly 3,500 active-duty, retired and associate members took the survey during the three weeks it was open. (Some non-members also participated.) The results gave us a snapshot of our membership’s opinions.

AFSA contracted Capital Development Strategies to conduct the survey, which covered a wide variety of topics related to Foreign Service careers, work-life balance, professional development, security and retiree issues, as well as AFSA-specific engagement questions.

“This was a unique survey that served to confirm that our organization is focused on the priorities of the membership,” says AFSA Executive Director Ian Houston. The survey results will allow us “to adjust where necessary, refocus on key items and crystalize our services” and will assist in making decisions regarding policies and priorities, “to ensure AFSA continues to actively represent its active-duty, retiree and associate constituencies at the highest level,” Houston adds.

The 2014 AFSA survey was the first of its kind in that it sought input from across all constituencies, specialties,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AFSA PRIORITIES: MEMBERS’ ASSESSMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labor Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Congressional Advocacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professionalism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retirement Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financial Strength/Stability of AFSA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs More Attention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
grades and years of service. It was open to all categories of membership and non-members. The survey response rate was very high by industry participation standards, with 3,478 individuals responding and the responses were instructive.

Significantly, 44 percent of active-duty members believe AFSA is balanced between being a professional association and serving as a union. (AFSA was created as a professional association in 1924, a role it continues to play, and also became the official bargaining unit of the Foreign Service in 1973.)

The survey showed that the main issues active-duty respondents want AFSA to address are: Overseas Comparability Pay (67 percent), employee benefits (53 percent), legislative issues (43 percent), professionalism and ethics (39 percent), working conditions (36 percent) and family/dependent issues (23 percent).

When offered a chance to write in additional priority issues, survey respondents submitted more than 4,000 free-form text comments. Many urged AFSA to pursue raising the mandatory retirement age and equalizing pay and benefits across agencies. Other topics included Foreign Service appropriations, budget and pay issues; overseas security and safety; the evaluations and promotion system; parental leave and the FS assignment system.

The majority of respondents indicated that they think AFSA is well-balanced and places proper emphasis on labor-management activities, congressional advocacy, member services, professionalism, retirement issues, scholarships, communications and financial strength.

The overwhelming majority of respondents feel connected to, but not active in AFSA (67 percent). The write-in comments to this question have given us some indication of the reasons for this feeling, including “not sure of ways to engage” and “being overseas makes it hard to engage.” AFSA is now looking for additional ways to create opportunities for its members to remain active in association affairs while serving overseas or living outside of the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area.

The survey also identified areas where our members feel AFSA should improve and develop. Some respondents noted that the association is not always as responsive to individuals as they would like, and that AFSA seems to be more concerned about generalists’ issues than those of specialists.

The survey also showed that AFSA must do a better job of informing members of the work it does on their behalf. Fully 53 percent of active-duty members were not aware of AFSA’s Strategic Plan; an additional 36 percent were aware of it, but unclear about its priorities. Fortunately, we have the communications tools in place to get the information out. Ninety percent of survey respondents read The Foreign Service Journal; more than half report that they read the AFSA News section and AFSA.net emails.

The challenge and opportunity exist for AFSA to find ways to communicate that the association is taking steps to confront and address these issues in a manner that will have a valuable impact on our members’ lives, careers and satisfaction with the foreign affairs profession.

AFSA has already taken steps to address some of the concerns brought to its attention by this survey (while mindful that the process will not be completed overnight). For example, AFSA has increased support of and funding for advocacy efforts and labor management issues in the 2015 budget.

We will continue to use these results as we plan for the coming year, and as we direct resources toward the priorities the survey showed respondents want AFSA to address: Overseas Comparability Pay, employee benefits, legislative issues, professionalism and ethics, working conditions and family and dependent issues.

2014 AFSA SURVEY: DEPARTMENT OF STATE

In 2014 AFSA commissioned a third-party survey to better understand members’ views of AFSA as a professional association and union, as well as their opinions on AFSA’s advocacy and labor management priorities. Of the nearly 3,500 responses, 1,800 came from active-duty State members who responded to State-specific questions. Their answers have given us valuable feedback on quality of work/life, career and professional development and security concerns. This infographic is meant to be read as a complement to the general AFSA-wide membership survey.

RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHICS

- **Specialists:**
  - 35%
  - 65%

- **Officers:**
  - 32%
  - 68%

QUALITY OF WORK/LIFE

- Only 1 in 6 employees believe that the State Department’s senior leadership understands the quality of work/life challenges facing Foreign Service employees and has appropriate systems in place to support them.

- One-third of respondents say that the lack of adequate childcare facilities is a factor in deciding whether to serve in Washington, D.C.

- Almost 2/3 of respondents disagree or strongly disagree with the statement that the department understands the importance of technology to the profession and has the systems in place to support 21st century diplomacy.

OVERSEAS PARTICIPATION BY BUREAU

- 13% African Affairs
- 19% East Asian & Pacific Affairs
- 26% European & Eurasian Affairs
- 12% Near Eastern Affairs
- 12% South & Central Asian Affairs
- 18% Western Hemisphere Affairs

SECURITY

- Only a quarter of active-duty State employees believe that the department has struck the right risk/reward balance.

- Less than 10% of Diplomatic Security agents believe that the department has struck the right risk/reward balance.

- Over half of active-duty State employees believe that, post-Benghazi, it is now more difficult for employees to effectively engage overseas.

- 25 percent of Diplomatic Security agents believe that, post-Benghazi, it is now more difficult for employees to effectively engage overseas.

- 60% of active-duty State employees believe that the department has provided them with the appropriate level of training to safely engage overseas.

- 2/3 of Diplomatic Security agents believe that the department has provided them with the appropriate level of training to safely engage overseas.

- 5 out of 6 respondents note that it is important for AFSA to be at the table when the department makes decisions affecting employee security or exposure to risk.

- 4 out of 6 DS agents note that it is important for AFSA to be at the table when the department makes decisions affecting employee security or exposure to risk.

CAREER & PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

- Two-thirds of survey respondents agree or strongly agree that the “pig in the python” problem would have a direct effect on their careers.

- And more than two-thirds disagree or strongly disagree that the department recognizes the “pig in the python” problem and has done the requisite analysis and adjustment of positions to ensure satisfying careers for all.

- 40% agree or strongly agree that slowing promotion rates, limited career advancement, or a lack of professional development opportunities is causing them to consider leaving the Foreign Service.
Open-Plan Offices: Boon or Bane?

This month I review the State Department’s collaborative open-plan workspaces in light of their increasing use in the public and private sectors (a trend reported in a Feb. 22 New York Times article; see http://nyti.ms/1Gfz45S). I believe there is a pressing need for employee input into the process.

Islamabad and SA-5: The department’s first open-plan embassy is scheduled to open in Islamabad this year. During my March 2014 trip to South Asia, I toured the construction site (see my June 2014 column) and, back in Washington, met with the Bureau of Overseas Building Operations to learn more about the proposed collaborative employee workspaces.

Several months later, I met with the Bureau of International Information Programs to discuss the introduction of collaborative open-plan workspaces in State Annex-5, which would be the department’s first open-plan domestic spaces. As part of the required union consultation, IIP arranged for us to visit the General Services Administration’s headquarters at 1800 F Street NW, which had recently gone through an impressive multimillion-dollar transformation, and replaced almost all private offices with open-plan collaborative space.

GSA Transformation: On the agency’s sixth floor we met with Dan Tangherlini, then-GSA administrator, in his “office.” He greeted us from his triangular desk in the center of the floor and described the transformation’s cost savings ($30 million annually) and employee productivity gains (increased collaboration, efficiency and innovation). To see a photo of the open-plan GSA space, go to http://bit.ly/1800_f_st_nw.

Tangherlini also stressed the importance of a holistic approach and partnering with stakeholders (i.e., unions) to execute the change. He noted that savings could only be realized when matched by investments in enabling technology (IT hardware and software, VoIP phones and wireless signal boosters).

He emphasized that a collaborative open-plan workspace does not mean no offices at all, but rather different types of collaborative spaces of various scalable sizes with ergonomic furniture. He also suggested that agencies wishing to replicate the transformation could use savings from rent and administrative expenses to finance the required investments in technology and furniture.

Working Group: Returning to the State Department, I was struck by the possibilities of collaborative workspaces to transform how we support and conduct diplomacy domestically and overseas.

I was also conscious of the need for a more coordinated approach with extensive employee input.

AFSA has proposed an OBO–Administration–Information Resource Management initiative to organize an employee focus group, with representatives from all three unions (AFSA, AFGE Local 1534, NFFE Local 1998) to consider how the department might be able to take advantage of the potential of collaborative workspaces while avoiding its pitfalls.

Currently, the open-plan workspaces are being designed on a project- and bureau-specific basis, with ad hoc post- and bureau-level employee input. We think that a more centralized employee focus group would ensure that lessons are shared and mistakes avoided.

Representational Space: Such a focus group could look not only at our internal spaces, but at public areas as well. The reality is that only a handful of visitors to Main State or our embassies will ever see the seventh floor’s Mahogany Row or the ambassador’s office. The rest of us need adequate space to meet with our interlocutors.

The current overhaul of Main State is a prime opportunity to create modern, IT-enabled, representational rooms for visitors on the ground floor. Such rooms could be booked online and serviced by staff with representational food and beverage expenses billed back to the relevant office. How often have we had to apologize for the conditions of our meeting rooms and scrounge around in the cupboard, or over to CVS, for some coffee, tea and biscuits?

Rightsizing: While the domestic savings to be realized through the introduction of collaborative workspaces are substantial, the real potential is found overseas, where the construction and administrative costs of classified and unclassified space are considerable. Such savings could then be invested in the technology and accoutrements required for 21st-century diplomacy. Such considerations should be included in the department’s ongoing rightsizing exercise.

Change: It has taken me some time to get used to the idea of collaborative workspaces. I was spoiled as an intern with a private office in our historic consulate in Frankfurt. However, in Munich I oversaw the introduction of a modified open-plan space in our consular section and have worked in three such spaces since. The change is taking place across the federal government, and I submit that it would be more successful with employee input than without it.

Next Month: Quality of Work/Life at State.
Some Good News

President Barack Obama’s Fiscal Year 2016 budget request came on Feb. 2. In place of grand schemes to double its staffing over the next five years we now have a proposal for a modest, nine-officer SelectUSA foreign direct investment increase, plus “adjustments to base.”

The latter initiative is designed to do a variety of things: paying the full-year cost of prior-year increases (or decreases); taking into account built-in, “sunset” or no-new-program changes to our budget; and funding operations at last year’s inflation-adjusted level.

If all goes well, CS/Global Markets won’t exactly starve; it is still “digesting” its FY 2015 increases for new officers and offices in Africa and Asia, plus additional SelectUSA spending. All in all, it’s a good budget for austere times, one that will allow us to replace retiring officers and perhaps even grow a little.

This year, we have two new House and Senate Appropriations Subcommittee chairs (the folks who control our budget) whom we need to cultivate and educate. Thankfully, the staff working for these committees has not changed radically, so we have that going for us.

AFSA has your back. We have already reached out to the new Congress and committee staff, and will have more to report in the weeks and months ahead.

Congratulations, Ambassador Allen!

On Jan. 27, AFSA and the Commercial Service feted Craig Allen’s ambassadorial appointment to Brunei. Craig is only the fourth ambassador to come out of the Commercial Service in its 35-year history.

As Commerce’s deputy secretary, under secretary and deputy director general noted at the reception, this position requires someone skilled both at trade promotion and trade policy. Before he left, Craig had kind words and advice to those junior commercial officers who might aspire to be an ambassador one day.

Craig was formally sworn in on Jan. 30 in the State Department’s stately Ben Franklin Diplomatic Reception Room. Then he and his family said their goodbyes to Commerce Secretary Penny Pritzker before heading off to post. On arrival, he sent her this message: “Thanks for organizing and hosting the party in 3407 last week.”

He added, “Thanks very much for supporting me in this immensely long and complicated process. AFSA’s and your personal support were instrumental every step of the way.”

LOOK FOR YOUR BALLOT: VOTE IN THE AFSA GOVERNING BOARD ELECTION

The 2015 elections of AFSA officers and constituency representatives is underway. Details about the election, including the rules, can be found at www.afsa.org/elections.

Candidates’ campaign literature, along with a ballot, will be made available to members on the AFSA website. Campaigning through employer email by any member is prohibited (with the exception of the three pre-approved candidate email blasts).

Ballots: Ballots will be distributed on or about April 15 by email if you have a valid email address on file with AFSA, or by printed ballot via the U.S. Postal Service. If you do not receive a ballot by May 6, please contact election@afsa.org.

Ballot Tally: On June 4, at 9 a.m. EDT, the printed ballots will be picked up from the post office in Washington, D.C. Printed ballots must be received at the post office to be counted. Online voting will also be available until June 4, at 8 a.m. EDT, when the voting site will close.

Election Information: Written requests for a duplicate ballot should be directed to election@afsa.org or sent to AFSA Committee on Elections, 2101 E Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20037. Please include your full name, current address, email address and telephone number.
My Three Laws

Neither Newton’s nor Einstein’s theories are threatened. The first and second laws of thermodynamics remain secure. The universe continues to expand, and according to recent astronomical research the expansion is accelerating. However, based on my experiences, I would like to present three laws specific to the Foreign Service and its people.

Cohen’s first law states that embassies and consulates reflect the cultures in which they are located. Since this law is not difficult to conceptualize, most members of the Foreign Service likely concur. A posting south of the border differs markedly from diplomatic life in South Asia. Life in Eastern Europe and East Asia share very little in common—except, perhaps, the legacy of the Ural-Altaic family of languages. Though Iraqi and Irish representatives sit next to each other at the results of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator personality inventory to observe that people are different.

But what happens when embassy leadership share similar personalities, for example when both the ambassador and the deputy chief of mission are micro-managers, or strong introverts or emotionally high strung?

Almost inevitably, the results are low post morale and inefficient overall performance, especially when the post is already under stress from local conditions or bilateral tensions.

Such a leadership situation may have multiplier effects. Instead of the emergence of the best leadership qualities and skills, the worst generally appear and seep down from the top to the entire mission.

Effective, high-performance, high-morale diplomatic posts are usually run by chiefs and deputies who balance each other in leadership, cover all critical interpersonal angles and have complimentary management strengths. When this happens, the diplomatic mission’s location is irrelevant. The difficult hardship post becomes a dream assignment. When balance is not achieved, even a cushy, highly sought-after posting may become a nightmare.

Cohen’s third law is more formulaic. As an individual’s tenure in the Foreign Service grows, the likelihood of running into a familiar face between the State Department’s C Street entrance—yes, the one with the flags—and the cafeteria rises at a predictable rate.

As an individual’s tenure in the Foreign Service grows, the likelihood of running into a familiar face between the State Department’s C Street entrance—yes, the one with the flags—and the cafeteria rises at a predictable rate.

Views and opinions expressed in this column are solely those of the AFSA Retiree VP. Contact: lawrencecohenassociates@hotmail.com or (703) 437-7881
AFSA Hosts Virginia Congressman for Town Hall Meeting

On Feb. 9, AFSA hosted a town hall-style meeting with Representative Gerald Connolly (D-Va.), a member of the House Committee on Foreign Affairs and the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform.

Rep. Connolly, whose Northern Virginia district has one of the highest concentrations of Foreign Service families in the United States, has extensive connections to the Foreign Service. He even participated in the drafting of the Foreign Service Act of 1980 when he was a congressional staffer. He takes a particular interest in the future of international development and transparency and accountability in foreign aid.

The event was held in a question-answer format, with AFSA Communications Director Kristen Fernekes moderating the conversation. AFSA members were invited to submit questions by email if they were unable to attend the event in person.

Several asked questions about benefits. Rep. Connolly noted that he supports parity in benefits between the military and the Foreign Service and has voted this way in the past. He also said he favors the full implementation of Overseas Comparability Pay.

Responding to a question about the decline in the amount of travel members of Congress are doing and the decade-long pullback in the number of congressional delegations, Rep. Connolly said he believed members of Congress should take every possible opportunity to better understand the foreign countries about which they are making policy.

Along the same lines, he urged Foreign Service members to take full advantage of codels and use them as an opportunity to make a positive impression on delegation members who may not have had previous interaction with the Foreign Service.

Responding to a question about how the Foreign Service can engage with the general public on its role, Rep. Connolly suggested getting involved in civic organizations, such as Rotary Clubs, Chambers of Commerce and schools. They can be key venues for public education.

Rep. Connolly agreed with a member of the audience who pointed out that interest in trade promotion is lacking in Congress. He stated that delaying deals like the Trans-Pacific Partnership is dangerous. If TPP fails, other countries will fill the void and set international trade policy for the future, diminishing U.S. global influence.

To see a recording of the event, go to www.afsa.org/video.

—Debra Blome, Associate Editor

2014 AFSA Tax Guide: Clarification

The following clarifies the tax guide entry for the federal extension.

**Extension for Taxpayers Abroad**

Taxpayers whose tax home is outside the U.S. on April 15 are entitled to an automatic extension until June 15 to file their returns. When filing the return, these taxpayers should write “Taxpayer Abroad” at the top of the first page and attach a statement of explanation. There are no late filing or late payment penalties for returns filed and taxes paid by June 15, but the IRS does charge interest on any amount owed from April 15 until the date it receives payment.

This extension applies to federal returns. Please check with your home state for the regulations on extensions for state tax filings.

2014 AFSA Tax Guide: Clarification
AFSA NEWS

AFSA NEWS

FOREIGN AFFAIRS DAY IS MAY 1

State Department retirees and Foreign Service retirees of other U.S. foreign affairs agencies are welcome to attend the State Department’s annual homecoming event, Foreign Affairs Day. In addition to remarks by senior State Department officials, Foreign Affairs Day also includes the AFSA Memorial Plaque ceremony honoring Foreign Service personnel who have died while serving abroad under circumstances distinctive to the Foreign Service.

Invitations to the Foreign Affairs Day luncheon in the Benjamin Franklin Diplomatic Reception Room were mailed in March. If you wish to reserve seats (two seats maximum, $50 per person), please confirm by sending your RSVP and lunch payment check as soon as possible. Seats are reserved on a first-come, first-served basis and sell out quickly. Payments must be included with the request. If you did not get an invitation, or if you have any questions, please email foreignaffairsday@state.gov.

The AFSA Memorial Plaque ceremony will take place that morning in the Department of State’s C Street lobby. At 3 p.m., AFSA headquarters will open its doors at 2101 E Street NW for a Foreign Affairs Day reception for all retirees.

—— Shannon Mizzi, Editorial Intern

Capitol Hill Panel Discusses Women in Diplomacy

On Jan. 21, AFSA and the Women’s Congressional Staff Association co-hosted a panel discussion on “Women in Diplomacy” on Capitol Hill. Aimed at individuals interested in pursuing careers in foreign affairs, the event featured a panel of four current or retired Foreign Service women.

The program began with the panelists giving brief descriptions of their backgrounds, past Foreign Service posts and language skills, and the challenges faced by female diplomats in public and private life.

Ronita Macklin, an FSO who is currently the post management officer for South and East Asian affairs, as well as a member of AFSA’s Governing Board, stressed that being an FS employee is a 24-hour-a-day job. Boldness and courage are important in every interaction, she said, so that you are treated appropriately as a representative of the United States.

During her tour in Kabul Macklin noticed that, as a diplomat, she was an “American” first and foremost. Many of the men she dealt with, even in that male-dominated society, looked past her gender because she was one of the few Americans they had access to.

Janice Weiner, retired from a 26-year career in the Foreign Service, now works in AFSA’s Advocacy Division as a policy adviser. She highlighted the fact that in many societies where FSOs are posted, women are not permitted to play a role in public life. However, this can sometimes be an advantage: women in the Foreign Service can sometimes gain access to meetings at which a man might be considered a threat.

Croshelle Harris-Hussein, chief of the Strategic Planning and Performance Management Division in USAID’s Middle East bureau said the role of an FSO is not only to teach people about Americans, but also to teach Americans about others. Sarah Budds, the country officer for Children’s Issues, Strategy and Operations at the State Department, also served on the panel.

Following their presentations, the panelists took questions from the audience of young women that ranged from how to maximize language skills and prepare for the Foreign Service exam to the issue of expressing dissent in the Foreign Service.

— Shannon Mizzi, Editorial Intern

“Women in Diplomacy” panelists and others. From left: State FSO Ronita Macklin; USAID FSO Croshelle Harris-Hussein; retired State FSO and current AFSA Policy Adviser Janice Weiner; Theresa Vawter and Kate Raulin, from the Women’s Congressional Staff Association; State FSO Sarah Budds and AFSA Senior Legislative Assistant David Murimi.
Foreign language proficiency is one of the most important skills in today’s Foreign Service, essential not only to professional development but also to personal security.

Annually, the American Foreign Service Association recognizes outstanding accomplishment in the study of a Category III or IV language and its associated culture through the Matilda W. Sinclaire Language Awards.

AFSA established this program in 1982, thanks to a bequest from Matilda W. Sinclaire, a former Foreign Service officer, “to promote and reward superior achievement by career officers of the Foreign Service [...] while studying one of the Category III or IV languages under the auspices of the Foreign Service Institute.” More than $260,000 has been awarded to those Foreign Service members who have received recognition for their superior language skills through this program.

Any career or career-conditional member of the Foreign Service from the Department of State, U.S. Agency for International Development, Foreign Commercial Service, Foreign Agricultural Service, Broadcasting Board of Governors or Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service is eligible for the award. Candidates may be nominated by the language-training supervisors at the FSI School of Language, the language instructors at field schools, or post language officers.

Recipients are selected by a committee comprising the dean of the FSI School of Language Studies (or designee), representatives of the AFSA Governing Board, the AFSA Awards and Plaques Committee and the general AFSA membership. Each recipient receives $1,000 and a certificate of recognition signed by the AFSA president and the chair of the AFSA Awards committee.

For further information on the Sinclaire Awards, please contact AFSA’s Coordinator for Special Awards and Outreach Perri Green at green@afsa.org or (202) 719-9700.

The 2014 Sinclaire Award recipients, all AFSA members, are:

- Alexander Bellah, Russian
- John Ceballos-Rivera, Arabic
- Rafael Diaz, Greek
- Karen Glocer, Arabic
- Jonathan Herzog, Lithuanian
- Maciej Luczywo, Georgian
- Rebecca Owen, Icelandic
- Martin Thomen, Turkish
- Elizabeth Threlkeld, Pashto
- Brian Timm-Brock, Hebrew

AFSA is rolling out a new way for members to participate and stay connected with each other and with us. In the online AFSA Community, members can post comments, exchange ideas and communicate with one another in a closed environment accessible only to other AFSA members.

The AFSA Community is now holding its first discussion on the AFSA 2015 Governing Board election and bylaw amendment. Use the community to discuss a candidate’s platform and positions on issues facing the Foreign Service or specific career and professional concerns. You can also weigh the pros and cons of the proposed bylaw amendment to rightsize the AFSA Governing Board in 2017.

Access this discussion by logging into the members-only area of the AFSA website and clicking on “AFSA Community” in the blue navigation tab at the top of the page. (You must have a personal email address stored in your contact information to access the AFSA Community because work email addresses ending in .gov are inaccessible in the AFSA Community.)

Once on the AFSA Community page, join the AFSA 2015 Governing Board Election & Bylaw Amendment community to get started.

We hope the AFSA Community provides a meaningful way to share your thoughts and collaborate with your colleagues. As our recent survey (see p. 71) showed, AFSA members want opportunities to actively participate, particularly when serving outside the Washington, D.C., area. We are optimistic that this new benefit will allow members to participate in AFSA no matter where they are living.

Questions and comments can be sent to member@afsa.org, with the subject line “AFSA Community.”
We have recently heard from AFSA members who report having some difficulty claiming the foreign earned income exemption (FEIE).

Many Foreign Service spouses and dependents work in the private sector or for an international organization overseas, and they are thus eligible for the FEIE—unless they are employees of the United States government. The first $99,200 earned overseas either as an employee or self-employed, may be exempt from income taxes.

To receive the exemption, the taxpayer must meet one of two tests: 1) the Physical Presence Test, which requires that the taxpayer be present in a foreign country for at least 330 full (midnight to midnight) days during any 12-month period (the period may be different from the tax year); or 2) the Bona Fide Residence Test, which requires that the taxpayer has been a bona fide resident of a foreign country for an uninterrupted period that includes an entire tax year.

It is important to note that if you work for a company or organization on the local economy you generally have to pay local taxes, and your “tax home” is technically in the foreign country. You will have relinquished your diplomatic status in any matters related to your job, although for matters outside your job you would of course retain the diplomatic status that you derive from your FS employee spouse or parent.

Recently, AFSA members have reported to us that IRS auditors have been denying the FEIE for Foreign Service spouses and dependents under the “bona fide residence test.” This test requires that you spend 330 full days during a calendar year actually in a foreign country, not just outside the United States, so time spent traveling does not count. If using this test, you are advised to record all your travel carefully and to keep copies of visas and tickets so that you can substantiate the 330 days in case of an audit.

—James Yorke, Senior Labor Management Adviser

**Tax News: Foreign Earned Income Exemption Denials**

**AFSA Hosts Lunch Conversation at the Bureau of Diplomatic Security**

AFSA hosted active-duty Diplomatic Security specialists for a “Lunchtime Conversation” at DS headquarters in Rosslyn, Virginia, on Jan. 20. AFSA President Robert J. Silverman and State Vice President Matthew Asada presented an overview of the association’s advocacy, engagement and communications efforts on behalf of DS specialists.

AFSA held similar outreach events at AFSA headquarters in August, the Foreign Service Institute in October and Main State in November.

---

**SCHOLARSHIP NEWS:**

**TWO COMPANIES CONTINUE MERIT AWARDS SUPPORT**

Embassy Risk Management and CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield Federal Employee Program have recommitted to funding three AFSA Academic Merit Awards in 2015.

Open to high school seniors of Foreign Service employees, the merit award program rewards academic and art accomplishments. FEPBlue will fund two $2,500 Academic Merit Awards for the third consecutive year. Embassy Risk Management, which provides insurance to diplomats overseas, will sponsor a $2,500 Academic Merit Award for the second year.

The total prizes for the 23 youth Merit Awards, which will be conferred in May, will total $45,250. Visit www.afsa.org/scholar for complete details.
AFSA Welcomes New Interns

AFSA is pleased to welcome our group of spring interns.

Advertising: William Read hails from Sydney, Australia, where he graduated with a bachelor’s degree in American studies and government and international relations from the University of Sydney in November 2014.

Awards: Originally from Charlottesville, Virginia, Kavanaugh Waddell is a senior at The George Washington University studying international affairs.

Communications: Thomas Garofalo, a Connecticut native, is a second-year graduate student at The George Washington University studying international affairs.

Elections: Brianna Pope is a junior at Bard College, majoring in political studies and modern studies. A San Diego, California, native, Brianna is in Washington, D.C., for a semester-long program at Georgetown University.

Executive Office: Asma Shethwala comes from Richmond, Virginia. She has a bachelor’s degree in medical anthropology from Mary Baldwin College.

The Foreign Service Journal: Shannon Mizzi comes to us from Toronto, Canada. She has a bachelor’s degree in history from Royal Holloway, University of London.

Labor Management: Port Orange, Florida, native Stephan Skora is a senior majoring in political science and economics at the University of North Florida.

Scholarships: Tina Yan is a junior international affairs major at The George Washington University. Her hometown is McHenry, Illinois.

We thank departing AFSA interns Sarah Kay, Allan Saunders, Daniel Thwaites, Trevor Smith, Rebecca Mulqueen and Amanda Whatley for their great work this past fall and wish them the best.
Helping Our Afghan and Iraqi Colleagues

BY LARRY COHEN, RETIREE VICE PRESIDENT

Recently, several Provincial Reconstruction Team interpreters and staff with whom I served in Afghanistan contacted me for letters of support. They need these recommendations to apply for Special Immigrant Visas, an employment-based program for Afghans and Iraqis under the Immigration and Nationality Act.

You may recall that last year the departments of State and Homeland Security caught flak for extraordinarily protracted SIV processing. Critics accused the departments of making the program overly complicated and agonizingly slow. Whether visa procedures have improved, I cannot say. State says they have.

Due to multiple layers of scrutiny, SIV applicants will likely continue to find that meeting program requirements, which include securing reference letters from a long chain of former military and civilian supervisors, is a tall hurdle.

My own letters of support, like those of other Americans who worked alongside Afghans in the field, may only fill part of the gap. Because American and international supervisors, many of whom are retired, are scattered to the winds, our Afghan and Iraqi colleagues may need assistance tracking us down. Facebook is one tool they use. Word of mouth is another.

If you served with Afghans or Iraqis eligible for SIVs and can commend their performance, consider reaching out to them. At a minimum, keep an ear open, especially with regard to former colleagues who may be active on social media.

You may recall that last year the departments of State and Homeland Security caught flak for extraordinarily protracted SIV processing. Critics accused the departments of making the program overly complicated and agonizingly slow. Whether visa procedures have improved, I cannot say. State says they have.

Due to multiple layers of scrutiny, SIV applicants will likely continue to find that meeting program requirements, which include securing reference letters from a long chain of former military and civilian supervisors, is a tall hurdle.
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If you served with Afghans or Iraqis eligible for SIVs and can commend their performance, consider reaching out to them. At a minimum, keep an ear open, especially with regard to former colleagues who may be active on social media.

You may recall that last year the departments of State and Homeland Security caught flak for extraordinarily protracted SIV processing. Critics accused the departments of making the program overly complicated and agonizingly slow. Whether visa procedures have improved, I cannot say. State says they have.

Due to multiple layers of scrutiny, SIV applicants will likely continue to find that meeting program requirements, which include securing reference letters from a long chain of former military and civilian supervisors, is a tall hurdle.

My own letters of support, like those of other Americans who worked alongside Afghans in the field, may only fill part of the gap. Because American and international supervisors, many of whom are retired, are scattered to the winds, our Afghan and Iraqi colleagues may need assistance tracking us down. Facebook is one tool they use. Word of mouth is another.

If you served with Afghans or Iraqis eligible for SIVs and can commend their performance, consider reaching out to them. At a minimum, keep an ear open, especially with regard to former colleagues who may be active on social media.

For more information on the SIV program, see the January Congressional Research Service report on the Iraqi and Afghan SIV Programs: https://fas.org/sgp/crs/homesec/R43725.pdf.
A True Gentleman:

A lifelong AFSA member, Ted served as the association’s elected president from 1989 to 1991 and as FSJ Editorial Board chair from 2005 to 2011.

BY STEVEN ALAN HONLEY

Steven Alan Honley, a Foreign Service officer from 1985 to 1997, is The Foreign Service Journal’s contributing editor.

If one were going to put a Foreign Service character into a novel, one could hardly come up with a better name than “Theodore Stark Wilkinson III.” In keeping with the sheer heft of that triple-barreled moniker, the actual bearer of that noble name was a strikingly tall man with a proud lineage and imposing intellect. Yet he was known to one and all simply as Ted—a gentleman and a gentle man, as his friend and colleague Tom Boyatt aptly puts it.

Ted Wilkinson was born in Washington, D.C., on Aug. 27, 1934, the son of Vice Admiral Theodore Stark “Ping” Wilkinson and Catherine Harlow Wilkinson. His father, a Medal of Honor recipient for the 1914 Veracruz campaign in Mexico, would later serve as chief of naval intelligence. Vice Admiral Wilkinson became commander of the Third Amphibious Force in the Pacific in 1943 and was credited with developing the “leapfrogging” strategy designed to seize control of the Southwest Pacific islands occupied by Japan.

After graduating with a B.A. in political science from Yale in 1956, the younger Wilkinson followed his father’s footsteps into the U.S. Navy. (He later earned a master’s degree in international relations from The George Washington University.) After four years as a naval intelligence officer, Ted joined the Foreign Service in 1961.

Over a distinguished 35-year career, he developed specialties in Latin American affairs and arms control, serving as minister counselor for political affairs in Mexico City (during his second assignment there) and Brasilia, both during the 1990s. He also served at the United Nations and NATO, and in several European and Latin American capitals.

Ted’s diplomatic contributions continued even after he retired from the Foreign Service in 1996. For the next two years, he served on the ambassadorial-level, four-nation Guarantor Support Commission, which helped reach a 1998 accord to end a bloody, long-running border dispute between Peru and Ecuador.
A lifelong AFSA member, Ted served as the association’s elected president from 1989 to 1991, and returned to the Governing Board as a retiree representative from 2003 to 2005. He also remained an active participant in the group of former AFSA presidents to whom the current leadership has turned on occasion for experience-based advice. An eloquent member of that cohort, Ted spoke out for the role of America’s professional diplomatic service, and made clear publicly and in communication with Congress that the appointment of unqualified fundraisers as ambassadors was counter to our national interest, and a possible contravention of the Foreign Service Act.

The Chairman Is In!

It was during his six-year stint (2005-2011) as chairman of the Foreign Service Journal Editorial Board that our paths first crossed. I was truly privileged to work closely with him in my capacity as the magazine’s editor.

As with everything he did, Ted took his responsibilities as Editorial Board chairman to heart. He prized incisive writing and strong points of view, even when he disagreed with their content. I still recall several instances where he shook his head over what he viewed as a needlessly provocative Speaking Out column—then not only voted for publication (with judicious editing), but urged his colleagues to follow suit.

In the same spirit, Ted strove to identify and recruit the best possible contributors to The Foreign Service Journal. Yet he never forgot that while many of the AFSA members who submit material for publication may not be naturally gifted writers, their insights and concerns deserve attention. He brought a similar humanity to managing the Editorial Board, which is comprised entirely of volunteers who sometimes require a gentle nudge to work well together.

The one drawback to having Ted in that role was the fact that board members traditionally do not write articles for the Journal, to avoid the potential awkwardness of the peer review process. Fortunately, that stricture does not apply to book reviews, which fall under the editor’s direct purview, and Ted reviewed more than a dozen titles for me. Whether he was assessing a policy study, memoir or novel, those write-ups were consistently well-written and fair, requiring virtually no editing at all.

During Ted’s final year on the board (at his own insistence; had it been up to me, he would have been chairman for life!), we twisted his arm to contribute two articles to our pages. One, “Toward a More Perfect Union” (March 2011), referenced AFSA’s annual report in the same issue and thoughtfully explored two perennial questions: “Is the American Foreign Service Associa-

tion adapting well to changing circumstances? And is it serving the interests of its members in the best possible way?”

The second piece was “Mexico’s Anguished Decade,” part of a focus on Latin America in the June 2011 issue. Though he was writing some 15 years after leaving the Foreign Service, Ted’s analysis was firmly grounded in current events. Far from resting on his professional laurels, he continued to teach U.S.-Mexican border studies courses at the Foreign Service Institute, traveled regularly to Mexico and kept up with the academic literature. He contributed frequently to the online journal American Diplomacy, on whose board he served, and chaired the Membership Committee of the Washington Institute of Foreign Affairs.

Work Hard, Play Hard

Ted was anything but a drudge, however. He avidly pursued his passions for racquet sports, bridge, chess and backgammon, and played poker monthly with several Foreign Service buddies. And above all, he put his family first. He and his beloved wife, Xenia Vunovic Wilkinson, herself a retired FSO, were the parents of Julia, his youngest daughter. Ted had three children—T (who predeceased him), Rebecca and Jennifer—from his first marriage. He was the proud grandfather of four: Maxwell, Madeline Rose, Christopher and Ian.

Ted and Xenia have been longtime supporters of the Foreign Service Youth Foundation. In addition, Ted was a member of Diplomatic and Consular Officers, Retired, the Metropolitan Club, the Chevy Chase Club and the Society of the Cincinnati.

Ian Houston, AFSA’s executive director, recalls that during a phone conversation shortly before Ted died of cancer on Jan. 25, he spontaneously told him: “We love you, Ted.” He added that everyone at AFSA regarded Ted as a model board and committee member. I heard many of his colleagues and friends express similar sentiments at his Feb. 7 memorial service.

Ted Wilkinson truly was a paragon. He will be sorely missed.
Looking for Patterns

Theology and the Disciplines of the Foreign Service: The World's Potential to Contribute to the Church
Reviewed By Ruth M. Hall

In *Theology and the Disciplines of the Foreign Service*, retired FSO Theodore L. Lewis explores the ways in which his diplomatic career and priestly calling enhanced, informed and enriched each other. Part memoir and part theological discussion, the book draws on the author’s 30 years at the State Department and other overseas experiences.

Lewis analyzes how our cognitive patterns—formed by experience in trades, crafts and other disciplines, including the Foreign Service—can illuminate our understanding of the Bible, and clarify its meanings for us as individuals living in modern communities. Early in his career, Lewis “recognized the affinity between the approach of biblical criticism and the critical approach I had developed in the Foreign Service.”

While serving in the U.S. Army during World War II, Lewis worked as a linguist during the occupation of Japan. He then used the GI Bill to earn a master’s degree from Harvard, where Lewis, the son of a Quaker mother and an Episcopalian father, turned toward the Episcopal Church.

After Lewis joined the State Department in 1952, his first Foreign Service assignment was in Saigon, where he researched and wrote economic reports on local industries. "Allowing the patterns to emerge," as he puts it, from the data he collected via his field work helped make up for the absence of reliable statistics. After a subsequent tour in Pakistan, Lewis resigned to attend Virginia Theological Seminary, earning a doctorate in divinity.

At seminary his analytical and language skills, as well as exposure to non-Western cultures, helped Lewis master biblical scholarship and criticism. Viewing Roman society in terms of his overseas reporting, for instance, was fruitful. Lewis also observed the same organizational duality in the English Reformation as in the Foreign Service: “a calling forth of talents but at the same time, stifling them.”

In the early 1960s, Lewis rejoined the Foreign Service, returning to Vietnam under challenging circumstances. His theological studies helped him cope with 60-hour workweeks and intense economic reporting demands in the joint embassy-USAID office. Among other things, he visited slaughterhouses in the pre-dawn hours to report on pork supplies, the second-most important food staple after rice and a proxy indicator for Viet Cong control over the provinces.

A later tour in the Congo brought Lewis into contact with the legacy of Apolo Kivebulaya (1864-1933), a priest and evangelist whose work in Boga (eastern Congo) established the Anglican Church there.

Lewis recalls Foreign Service colleagues who committed suicide after the shame of being selected out and deplores the arbitrariness of unfair employee evaluations kept hidden from employees. "Under the regulations existing at the time," he recalls, "I was not allowed to read [my own evaluation], but only to have it read to me."

In the mid-1970s, after a meaningful discussion with an International Monetary Fund official, Lewis decided to write a dissent cable, urging the administration to re-establish diplomatic relations with Vietnam early on—but “with little effect. It seemed the resentments from having lost the Vietnam War were still too strong.”

Lewis also describes the terrific strain that multiple hardship tours placed on him and his family, including traumas and serious illnesses, as well as how his faith helped him to cope. His connection with various expatriate churches is also vividly described (including photos).

After leaving the Foreign Service in the mid-1980s, Lewis worked on his theological writings at Cambridge and Oxford, partly guided by Alistair McGrath. In 1996 he self-published *To Restore the Church: Radical Redemption History to Now*, which took 25 years to research and complete. Prominent theologian Stanley Hauerwas of Duke Divinity School also influenced him, and wrote the preface to this volume.

That said, any member of the Foreign Service community will find much to ponder in these pages—even readers who have no interest in theology.

Ruth M. Hall is a member of the Foreign Service Journal Editorial Board. Since joining the Foreign Service as an economic officer in 1992, she has served in New Delhi, Kathmandu, Frankfurt, Jakarta and Washington, D.C., where she currently works in the Office of Civil Rights.
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PROFESSIONAL TAX RETURN PREPARATION

Arthur A. Granberg, EA, ATA, ATP, has more than 40 years of experience in public tax practice. Our Associates include EAs & CPAs. Our rate is $110 per hour; most FS returns take just 3-4 hours. Located near Ballston Mall and Metro station.

Tax Matters Associates PC
4420 N. Fairfax Drive, Suite 500
Arlington VA 22203.
Tel: (703) 522-3828.
Fax: (703) 522-5726.
Email: aa8866@aol.com

WE PROVIDE FREE TAX CONSULTATION. Specializing in Foreign Service and overseas tax returns for 30-plus years. Income tax preparation and representation by Enrolled Agents. Electronic filing of tax returns for fast processing. Taxes can be completed via: email, phone or in person. We handle all state filings. Custom comments provided on each return to help keep our clients heading in the right financial direction. TAX TRAX, a financial planning report card, is available. Tax notices and past due returns welcome. Office open year round. Financial planning available, no product sales, hourly fee.

Send us your last 3 returns for a free review.
Financial Forecasts, Inc.
Barry B. DeMarr, CFP, EA & Bryan F. DeMarr, EA
3918 Prosperity Ave #318, Fairfax VA 22031
Tel: (703) 289-1167.
Fax: (703) 289-1178.
Email: finfore@FFITAX.com
Website: www.FFITAX.com

FINANCIAL PLANNING FOR FS FAMILIES. Carrington Financial Planning LLC of Arlington, Va., provides financial planning services to Foreign Service families worldwide. Principal William Carrington is a Foreign Service spouse with 19 years of FS experience. Web-based process provides customized, collaborative, financial planning services. Specially approved to use Dimensional Funds. Fee-Only, Fiduciary-Stan-

dard, Registered Investment Adviser (RIA). Licensed and insured.
Email: william@carringtonFP.com
Website: www.CarringtonFP.com

U.S. TAXES FOR EXPATS. Brenner & Elsea-Mandojana, LLC, is a professional services firm that specializes in the tax, financial planning and business advisory needs of U.S. citizens, foreign persons and their businesses. Managing Member Christine Mandojana CPA, CFP, is the spouse of a Foreign Service officer who specializes in the unique aspects of expat taxation and financial planning, including rental properties. Managing Member Jim Brenner CPA/ABV, CGMA, has over 30 years of diverse experience, is an IRS Certified Acceptance Agent (for persons needing assistance with taxpayer ID numbers) and a QuickBooks Pro-

Advisor.
Tel: (281) 360-2800.
Fax: (281) 359-6080.
Email: info@globaltaxconsult.com
Website: www.globaltaxconsult.com

S & # (MONEY & NUMBERS) CAT’S, Inc.

We provide for your individual and business tax and accounting needs wherever you are.
To receive a customized quote, contact Cat at—
Tel: (936) 827-4023.
Fax: (888) 595-9444.
Email: money.numbers.cats@gmail.com
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

SPEECH THERAPY

CANTO SPEECH THERAPY ONLINE. Anywhere in the world! Long established, well known, widely respected. Tel: (971) 252-2062. Email: ask@cantospeechtherapy.com Website: CantoSpeechTherapy.com

TEMPORARY HOUSING

FOR RENT. North Arlington. Furnished. 3 bedrooms; 1 bath; garage; fenced yard; pets OK. 1 mile to FSI and Ballston Metro. 2 blocks to Safeway, restaurants and bike paths. $3,100/month, includes utilities, TV and Internet. Available July; short lease negotiable. Email: richardheffern@hotmail.com

FURNISHED LUXURY APARTMENTS. Short/long-term. Best locations: Dupont Circle, Georgetown. Utilities included. All price ranges/sizes. Parking available. Tel: (202) 251-9482. Email: msussman4@gmail.com

CAPITOL HILL, FURNISHED housing: 1-3 blocks to Capitol. Nice places, great location. Well below per diem. Short-term OK. GSA small business and veteran-owned. Tel: (202) 544-4419. Email: brian@capitolhillstay.com Website: www.capitolhillstay.com

Corporate Apartment Specialists. Abundant experience with Foreign Service professionals. We work with sliding scales. TDY per diems accepted. We have the locations to best serve you: Foggy Bottom (walking to Main State), Woodley Park, Chevy Chase and several Arlington locations convenient to NFATC. Wi-Fi and all furnishings, houseware, utilities, telephone and cable included. Tel: (703) 979-2830 or (800) 914-2802. Fax: (703) 979-2813. Email: sales@corporateapartments.com Website: www.corporateapartments.com

SOFTWARE RENTALS • TEMPORARY HOUSING

WASHINGTON, D.C., OR NFATC TOUR? EXECUTIVE HOUSING CONSULTANTS offers Metropolitan Washington, D.C.’s finest portfolio of short-term, fully furnished and equipped apartments, townhomes and single-family residences in Maryland, D.C. and Virginia. In Virginia: “River Place’s Finest” is steps to Rosslyn Metro, and 15 minutes on Metro bus or State Department shuttle to NFATC. For more info, please call (301) 951-4111, or visit our website at: www.executivehousing.com.

DC GUEST APARTMENTS. Not your typical “corporate” apartments—we’re different. Located in Dupont Circle, we designed our apartments as places where we’d like to live and work—beautifully furnished and fully equipped (including Internet & satellite TV). Most importantly, we understand that occasionally needs change, so we never penalize you if you leave early. You only pay for the nights you stay, even if your plans change at the last minute. We also don’t believe in minimum stays or extra charges like application or cleaning fees. And we always work with you on per diem. Tel: (202) 536-2500. Email: info@dcguestapartments.com Website: www.dcguestapartments.com

THE REMINGTON AT FOGGY BOTTOM. Will accept per diem. Pet-friendly. Contact: Rosemary Email: arreyjarvis@aol.com

SERVING FOREIGN SERVICE PERSONNEL FOR 25 YEARS, ESPECIALLY THOSE WITH PETS. Selection of condos, townhouses and single-family homes accommodates most breeds and sizes. All within a short walk of Metro stations in Arlington. Fully furnished and equipped 1-4 bedrooms, within per diem rates. EXECUTIVE LODGING ALTERNATIVES. Email: Finder5@ix.netcom.com

TURNKEY HOUSING SOLUTIONS. Experience working with Foreign Service professionals on standard and distinctive temporary housing solutions in the D.C. area’s best locations (NW DC, Arlington, Alexandria, Northern Virginia, suburban Maryland). Northern Virginia-based company offers local customer service and a personalized touch. Tel: (703) 615-6591. Email: eric@tkhousing.com Website: www.tkhousing.com

ARLINGTON FLATS. 1-BR, 2-BR and 4-BR flats in 2 beautiful buildings 3 blocks from Clarendon Metro. Newly renovated, completely furnished, incl. all utilities/Internet/HDTV w/DVR. Parking, maid service, gym, rental car available. Rates start at $2,600/month. Per diem OK. Min. 30 days. Tel: (703) 235-4289. Email: ClaireWaters826@gmail.com See 2-BR at website: www.dropbox.com/sh/6mkfwnz2ccrubv7/FSM8fHzZz_

FURNISHED APARTMENTS IN GEORGETOWN. Luxury 1-BR apartments in an ideal location, 10-minute walk to Dupont Circle Metro, yet within the elegance and charm of Georgetown’s East Village. More than 450 shops and restaurants in one walkable square mile. Jogging/hiking/biking trails just steps from your front door. HDTV, high-speed Internet, w/d and luxury bedding. Weekly housekeeping included. Parking available at no extra charge. No minimum stay. Per diem rates accepted. Tel: (202) 643-1343. Email: FederalFlats@gmail.com Website: www.FederalFlats.com

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

NORTHERN VIRGINIA PROPERTY MANAGEMENT. Are you looking for a competent manager to take care of your home when you go to post this summer? Based in McLean, Va., Peake Management, Inc. has worked with Foreign Service officers for over 30 years. We are active board members of the Foreign Service Youth Foundation and many other community organizations. We really care about doing a good job in renting and managing your home, so we’re always seeking cutting-edge technology to improve service to our clients, from innovative marketing to active online access to your account. We offer a free, copyrighted Landlord Reference Manual to guide you through the entire preparation, rental and management process, or just give our office a call to talk to the agent specializing in your area. Peake Management, Inc. is a licensed, full-service real estate broker. 6842 Elm St., Suite 303, McLean VA 22101. Tel: (703) 448-0212. Email: Erik@Peakeinc.com Website: www.peakeinc.com
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DC METRO AREA. Whether you’re buying, selling or leasing, Jack Croddy, a former Senior career FSO, will help you achieve your real estate goals. An expert negotiator, Jack is affiliated with W.C. & A.N. Miller Realtors, a Long & Foster Company and exclusive affiliate of Christie’s Great Estates.
Tel: (301) 229-4000, ext. 8345.
Cell: (301) 318-3450.
Email: arnold.croddy@longandfoster.com

PROFESSIONAL REAL ESTATE services provided by John Kozyn of Coldwell Banker in Arlington, Va. Need to buy or sell? My expertise will serve your specific needs and timeframe. FSO references gladly provided. Licensed in VA and DC.
Tel: (202) 288-6026.
Email: jkozyn@cbmove.com
Website: www.cbmove.com/johnkozyn

MAIN STATE OR FSI BOUND? For nearly 30 years, I have guided hundreds of Foreign Service clients through the real estate process. Real estate is among the most important financial and life decisions most of us make. You deserve to have the guidance and expertise of a seasoned real estate professional.
Contact Marilyn Cantrell, Associate Broker, licensed in VA and DC.
McEnearney Associates
1320 Old Chain Bridge Rd., Ste. 350
McLean VA 22101.
Tel: (703) 860-2096.
Email: Marilyn@MarilynCantrell.com
Website: www.MarilynCantrell.com

RELOCATING TO SARASOTA FLA.? Good move.
Call Marian Walsh, Realtor and FSO spouse.
Berkshire Hathaway Florida Realty
Email: florida.walsh@gmail.com

SARASOTA, FLA. PAUL BYRNES, FSO retired, and Loretta Friedman, Coldwell Banker, offer vast real estate experience in assisting diplomats. Enjoy gracious living, no state income tax and an exciting market.
Tel: (941) 377-8181.
Email: byrnes68@gmail.com (Paul) or lorbfried@gmail.com (Loretta)

HOME REPAIRS
MOVING TO NORTHERN VIRGINIA? Now is the time to start planning a Spring or Summer move. Let Door2DoorDesigns prepare your home for your arrival. We specialize in working with Foreign Service and military families living abroad. From kitchen/bath remodels to new roofs and everything in between. Trusted and licensed/insured contractors. Many wonderful references.
Contact Nancy Sheehy.
Tel: (703) 244-3843.
Email: Nancy.Sheehy@verizon.net
Website: www.door2doordesigns.com

PET TRANSPORTATION
PET SHIPPING WORLDWIDE: ACTION PET EXPRESS has over 44 years in business, 24-hr. service, operated by a U.S. Army veteran, associate member of AFSA. Contact Jerry Mishler.
Tel: (888) 252-0266 OR (855) 704-6682.
Email: info@actionpetexpress.com
Website: www.actionpetexpress.com

INTERNATIONAL ADOPTION
ADOPT WHILE POSTED OVERSEAS! Adopt Abroad, Incorporated, was created to assist expatriates with their adoption needs. U.S.-licensed and Hague-accredited, we conduct adoption home studies and child placement services, using caseworkers based worldwide.
Adopt Abroad, Inc.
1424 N. 2nd Street, Harrisburg PA
4213 Sonia Ct, Alexandria VA
Tel: (888) 526-4442.
Website: www.adopt-abroad.com

BOOKS
HOW DID A JUNIOR FSO go from binational center director to ambassador, commando, embassy prisoner and fugitive in eight months? Read about it in No Circuses, by James F. O’Callaghan. Available at Amazon.

INTERNATIONAL LIVE MUSIC PROGRAMS
The Jennifer Scott Quartet performs international vintage songs with vocals in French, Brazilian Portuguese, Spanish, Italian and English. To book us for an event, visit www.jenniferscottmusic.com for more info.

Tel: (202) 944-5507.
Fax: (202) 338-8244.
Email: miltenberger@afsa.org

Extended Stay Housing Online!
Your Go-To Resource!
www.afsa.org/resources
ENTER TO WIN A SCHOLARSHIP. THE 2015 EYS CONTEST IS ON!

Have you spent at least 6 months overseas, and are between 13 and 21? Enter the ‘15 EYS contest and you could be awarded up to $3,000! We’ve already given away $60,000 in scholarships since 2009 to expatriate kids around the world.

Submit an essay with a photo on how you plan to change the world. Don’t wait—the deadline is April 30. Visit our Facebook page for more details:

facebook.com/expatyouth

ARCHIVE OF EDUCATION ARTICLES

Go to www.afsa.org/educationarticles

The ABCs of Education Allowances
by Pamela Ward

Flying Solo — Going to College from Overseas: A Guide for Parents
by Rebecca Grappo

The Boarding School Option: A Tent for a Global Nomad
by Pamela Ward

When Boarding Schools Are an Option
by Leah Wallace

Applying to U.S. Colleges: A Primer for FS Teens
by Francesca Huemer Kelly

Ranking College Rankings A Handy Guide
by Mohammad Alhinnawi

Tips on Writing A College Admissions Essay
by Francesca Huemer Kelly

Telepractice: Answers to the Special Ed Puzzle Overseas
by Erin Long
CABELL REID, LLC

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
LEASING
SALES

Safeguard your most valued asset with a company committed to providing you with the best service available.

We are dedicated to keeping you informed on all aspects of your property.

Contact us today to discuss our personalized services.

John R. Schoenfeld, Broker
PHONE (301) 263-0880
EMAIL: cr@cabellreid.com
5803 Gloster Road
Bethesda, MD 20816
www.cabellreid.com

Serving Montgomery County,
Northwest D.C., and Northern Virginia

Who’s taking care of your home while you’re away?

No one takes care of your home like we do!

While you’re overseas, we’ll help you manage your home without the hassles. No panicky messages, just regular reports. No unexpected surprises, just peace of mind.

Property management is our full time business. Let us take care of the details.

The Meyerson Group, Inc

Call us today!
(301) 657-3210

6923 Fairfax Road ♦ Bethesda, MD 20814
email: TheMeyersonGroup@aol.com

REGULAR INSPECTIONS  ENJOY PEACE OF MIND  RENTAL SERVICES
COORDINATE MAINTENANCE ♦ OVER 24 YEARS EXPERIENCE ♦ REGULAR REPORTS

TRUSTED for over 32 years with the homes of 2500+ Foreign Service Families. We’re here for You!

Northern Virginia Property Management and Sales
Info@PeakeInc.com ♦ 703.891.5308
6842 Elm St., Suite 303
McLean, VA 22101

Lindsay Peake

www.peakeinc.com
Licensed in the Commonwealth of Virginia

Executive Housing Consultants, Inc.

Leasing and Management of Exceptional Properties in upper Northwest DC, Chevy Chase, Bethesda, Potomac, McLean and Great Falls

7315 Wisconsin Ave. Suite 603 East, Bethesda, MD 20814
PHONE (301) 951-4111 ♦ FAX (301) 907-7329
www.executivehousing.com
Hello.

It’s almost that simple: WJD Management makes it easy to stay connected. WJD has been serving the Foreign Service community for more than 30 years, and we understand your unique needs and schedules. We pride ourselves on clear and timely communication—a vital component of a long-distance property management relationship. Our website is updated every 24 hours, and our principal broker is available via email 24/7. In addition, our commitment to cutting-edge technology means that your account information (statements, invoices, property inspections with photographs, IRS Form 1099s, and year-end reports) is secure and available to you whenever you need it.

Let us show you the difference our approach can make. Visit wjdpm.com to learn more — and stay in touch!

WJD Management
We’re doing business when you are.

Residential property management and leasing specialists serving all of Northern Virginia—and clients around the globe. Property management is our only business.
REAL ESTATE & PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Serving the DC metropolitan area since 1983.

WMS is the partner of choice for residential property owners and tenants who seek the experience, market knowledge, and customer service we provide. We keep our eye on the details so you can look ahead.

Property Specialists, Inc.
A professional and personal service tailored to meet your needs in:
• Property Management
• Tenant Placement
• Tax-deferred Exchange
• Real Estate Investment Counseling

Specializing in
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

4600-D Lee Highway Arlington, Virginia 22207
(703) 525-7010 (703) 247-3350
E-mail: info@propertyspecialistsinc.com
Web address: propertyspecialistsinc.com
Serving Virginia, Maryland and D.C.

Created by Foreign Service. Managed by Foreign Service.
Supporting the Foreign Service.

Well Respected & Valuable Advice in Property Management & Real Estate Sales

McGrath
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Solving Your Real Estate Puzzle.

McGrathRealEstate.com
(703) 709-2264
761C Monroe St. Herndon, VA 20170
For a video on the “Landlord Experience” visit our website!
We specialize in servicing the Foreign Service.

maedwell residential

A DC PROPERTY MANAGEMENT COMPANY

1644 North Capitol Street NW, Suite 100
Washington, DC 20001
202-588-7493
maedwellresidential.com

Leave home with peace of mind.

McEnearney ASSOCIATES, INC. REALTORS®

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

PROUDLY SERVING NORTHERN VIRGINIA AND WASHINGTON, DC METRO AREA SINCE 1980

We manage over 500 individual homes, condos and townhomes in the Washington, DC Metro Area. Our clients entrust us with the care of their home, and we take that responsibility very seriously.

Our goal is simple — treat each home as if it were our own.

703.537.3340 | McEnearneyPM.com

Serving Foreign Service families for over 20 years with worry-free residential property management.

Meeting our clients’ needs with a full range of real estate services.

www.promaxrealtors.com
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For years, foreign service members have trusted in our expertise to handle their home while they’re on assignment overseas. Our secure online portal gives you convenient access to all your property records and an easy way to communicate with us from any web-enabled device, no matter what time zone you’re in. Most of all, we make sure the home you leave remains the well-kept home you love.

1201 15th St. NW, Washington DC 20005
(202) 800-2610 | GordonJamesRealty.com
The end of one national adventure ushers in the beginning of another. Thus it was for Vietnam, and for me.

April 1975. The little news from Vietnam available at Embassy Kabul was grim. I had arrived in Afghanistan four months earlier, and almost immediately the steady beat of the North Vietnamese Army's march on Saigon could be heard. Provincial capitals, whole provinces, major cities—they all fell to the onslaught.

I had served in Vietnam for 2 1/2 years, first in the Army (1965-1966) and later, after language training, as a junior FSO in one of the provinces (1970-1972). With each day's news my thoughts returned to the green jungles and rice paddies I had known, and especially to the Vietnamese friends and colleagues still there. Were they alive? What were they doing? How had it come to this?

As the ineptitude of the embassy's response and Washington's dithering became apparent, I was even more distraught. What could I, or anyone, do? Then, out of the blue, a message: I was to take the next flight east to assist with the evacuation from Vietnam. Unfortunately, the next flight to New Delhi, the first step of the journey, would not depart for two days. In the interim, I put my office in order and tried to relearn a few words of Vietnamese.

Flights and time zones blurred: Delhi, Bangkok, Hong Kong, Guam and, finally, Wake Island. Wake was to receive and shelter the human overflow from Guam, and ultimately the island housed some 12,000 evacuees. Reception arrangements were already underway. The U.S. Immigration Service had a small team in place, and a pair of U.S. Agency for International Development evacuees had been sent there, while the U.S. Air Force shouldered the bulk of the logistical responsibilities.

The USAID guys moved on shortly after my arrival, so I was left with the title "Civil Coordinator" and no staff, no job description and little guidance. The strongest ray of encouragement was the willingness with which the Vietnamese evacuees pitched in to run the camp. Once the basics of food, shelter and medical treatment were organized, I increasingly devoted my time to unique or intractable problems.

Many of those involved families who had left Vietnam together, but had become separated along the way. Another group wanted to return to Vietnam—typically they had been ship or aircraft crew members with no choice about departing. We also had several hundred with relatives in countries other than the United States.

I’ll never forget one person with whom I spent many hours. A very nice fellow, he had been a ranger captain and aide to a
senior South Vietnamese general. In late April the general had taken him on a reconnaissance flight; but instead of flying over the battlefield, without warning the general ordered his chopper out to sea to join the many helicopters landing on vessels of the U.S. Seventh Fleet. My new friend told me his U.S. contacts had assured him they would see to his family’s safe evacuation when the time came. Alas, they hadn’t.

I sent inquiries to all refugee processing camps, but only received negative replies. My friend insisted he be allowed to return to Vietnam, as he could not imagine life without his family. We could not know what would happen there, but many feared there would be a bloodbath. I told him his rank and position practically guaranteed that the new government would not allow him even to visit his family. He would be better off going to the United States, with the hope of their joining him later. He was adamant, and as far as I know was among those who eventually returned to Vietnam—and imprisonment.

The heartache involved in this captain’s case was in part offset by the hundreds of family reunions I was able to arrange on Wake, a happy result of my cables to Guam and the department. I was also able to get Washington to overturn a decision to indefinitely delay any resettlement from Wake, and enjoyed seeing smiles on the faces of those who were among the first from Wake to resettle in the United States.

After a couple of months, I was medi-vacked to Clark Air Base in the Philippines, and from there returned to Kabul. I was happy to leave Wake, but remained in contact with a few of the refugees I met there for several years. That experience laid the groundwork for my later refugee work in Malaysia, Thailand and Kosovo.

It is now 40 years since the evacuation, and 50 years since I was among the first U.S. combat troops sent to Vietnam. I still wrestle with the ghosts of Vietnam. My evaluation of our efforts in that war has evolved over the years, but I am still critical of myself and my country. What could I have done better? What should we have done differently?

But life, and the world, move on. I resumed trips to Vietnam in the mid-1980s, and from the first was overwhelmed by the friendly reception I received—not only from officials (who weren’t always that warm), but from the many people on the street with whom I spoke.

Now one of “my” former first-tour officers, Ted Osius, has recently arrived as the U.S. ambassador to Vietnam, something hard to have imagined four decades ago. Even if one era ends on a sour note, another one begins. Let us hope that this will be a better chapter.
We had to stop to let this shepherd and his sheep go by in the town of San Pelayo, in the Burgos region of northwestern Spain last November. I was in the area visiting a U.S. citizen in prison there, one of my responsibilities during my six-month rotation in American Citizen Services in the consular section of Embassy Madrid.

A first-tour, consular-coned FSO, Julie Akey joined the Foreign Service after serving in the U.S. military, teaching English and starting a nonprofit to help improve education in Haiti. She is the author of Haiti, My Love (2012), a collection of stories drawn from her experience living and working in the country.

Please submit your favorite, recent photograph to be considered for Local Lens. Images must be high resolution (at least 300 dpi at 8 x 10") and must not be in print elsewhere. Please submit a short description of the scene/event, as well as your name, brief biodata and the type of camera used, to locallens@afsa.org.
Should you get a discount for being in the Foreign Service?

WE THINK SO.

- Discounted rates for Foreign Service Professionals
- Discount if you transfer from another international insurer
- One policy for car, property and transit
- Fast, hassle-free claims handling
- “A” Rated by A. M. Best
- Proud Sponsor of AFSA Academic Scholarship
- Get your quote at embassyrisk.com or +1 540 437 3019

Worldwide coverage | Hometown service
Without Foreign Service Professional Liability Insurance
You Probably Don’t Have the Coverage You Need

While the federal government can choose to defend you for wrongful acts, errors or omissions arising within your service as a US government employee, it cannot cover monetary damages. The American Foreign Service Professional Liability Plan provides worldwide coverage with the highest limits available at the lowest cost. Created for AFSA members, now available to all members of the American Foreign Service, the plan includes:

• Prior acts, unless you have foreknowledge of any claim
• Four-year discovery period after policy expiration
• Counsel and cost of defense in addition to your coverage limits
• Monetary penalties arising out of any disciplinary proceeding
• A rated carrier

For more information, call the American Foreign Service Desk: 800.242.8221. To apply: hirshorn.com/USFS